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Eight years ago, I did a very 
brave thing.

I packed up my whole life and moved to a city 
that I had only visited briefly and I started a busi-
ness. When I landed in Charlotte, I knew not a soul 
living here already.  In spite of this, the plan was to 
embark upon a business venture revolving entirely 
around connecting with this unknown community. 
I also possessed zero sales experience, a key factor 
in the success of my now sole profession and only 
income. A trusted business advisor, along with 
some well intended friends and family, expressed 
grave concern about my choice, but I pressed on.
    What I was equipped with was: a strong desire to 
align my work with my passion and the keen awareness that for the first time in my 
life, I was on the right path. 

For years I had worked for corporations and felt unfulfilled. Increasingly, 
I had the sense that there was “something else” I was supposed to be doing. 
Although it hadn’t taken form yet, this emerging “something else” kept tugging at 
me. I wasn’t sure what it was, where it was and how to get there, but if there was 
one thing I knew instinctively, it was that I was being strongly called to do this 
yet to be determined thing.
    So, when the opportunity presented itself to purchase and begin publishing 
a Natural Awakenings magazine, I recognized the “something else” instantly. 
What came seemingly out of nowhere, and landed me several states away, actu-
ally emerged after years of manifesting my dreams to work with educating people 
about holistic health lifestyles. My other primary goal was to be self-employed so I 
could adjust my schedule to my children’s needs. Mission accomplished! 

All these years later, after going about the business of doing the work, I re-
alize that every significant relationship that I have developed or positive event 
that has happened since, has been directly linked to Natural Awakenings. I 
believe that is the power of listening to our inner voice. When we can trust the 
unseen forces within us, magic really does happen.

This month, as we explore the theme of “Passion and Purpose” in Natural 
Awakenings, please remember to visit our dedicated advertisers often. They bring 
valuable resources to our community, and their continued passionate support 
makes this free resource possible. 

   Enjoy!
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newsbriefs
Honoring those with Alzheimer’s
Love Lights at Freedom Park 

The 34th annual Love 
Lights event spon-

sored by the Pilot Club 
of Charlotte will be held 
at Freedom Park on Nov. 
17 from 5-8pm. Love 
Lights is a visually stun-
ning and heartfelt project 
dedicated to raising funds 
for Alzheimer’s research. 
Pilot members spend 
several months collecting 
donations that are made 
in honor or in memory of 
loved ones who are then 
recognized with thousands 
of luminaries that light the 
lake at Freedom Park. The 
public is invited to view 

the peaceful and beautiful sight.
 Pilot International Foundation recently awarded $75,000 
to the Bryan Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center at the 
Duke University School of Medicine, one of twenty-seven 
Alzheimer’s research centers throughout the United States 
funded by the National Institute on Aging. This grant was 
made possible with the donations collected through Char-
lotte Love Lights. 
 “As we strive for a cure, we like to think that it will 
be one of our dollars that will be the spark leading to an 
end to this devastating disease,” says Pilot Club treasurer 
Peggy Jessup.

To make a donation or to learn more visit PilotClubOf 
Charlotte.com.

Pranic Healing  
Now Available in 
Charlotte

The Institute for Pranic 
Healing and The Center for 

Pranic Healing and Wellness, 
recently relocated from Vir-
ginia to Charlotte. Under the 
direction of Senior Certified 
Instructors, Connie Williams, 
M.Ed. and Dr. Kenneth Williams, D.C., Pranic Healing-
Charlotte offers three levels of coursework: Basic Pranic 
Healing, Advanced Pranic Healing and Pranic Psychother-

apy courses. Dr. Ken and Connie are approved continuing 
education providers for the professions of nursing, massage, 
social work and acupuncture.
 Pranic Healing is a growing and well-respected com-
plimentary medicine taught globally to tens of thousands 
of individuals from all walks of life.  Connie is also a 500 
hr. certified yoga instructor and Speech and Language 
Pathologist, who is involved in the treatment of Autism 
using energy interventions, such as Superbrain yoga, 
Pranic Healing and yoga.   
 The center will host a Healing Night on Thursdays Nov 
8, 15 & 29 and Dec 6 & 13 from 7-9 pm, consisting of a 
free meditation followed by a Pranic Healing clinic. A love 
donation is suggested for those receiving healing. The Level 
One Pranic Healing Course will be taught on Nov. 17-18 
from 9-5 both days. 

The Pranic Healing-Charlotte center operates out of Elemental 
Healing at 5200 Park Road. Info/registration: BijaTree.com, 
PranicHealingAndWellness.com, or 276-237-3262, Bijatree@
gmail.com or pranichealingsouth@gmail.com. 

Healthy Water on the Go
Portable Alkaline Water Ionizer 

AOGI, the Alkaline On the Go Ionizer, is a 
revolutionary alkaline water ionizer that 

uses no electricity to make affordable drinking 
water. The low tech and simple-to-use device 
provides a unique way to naturally ionize and 
alkalize water. 
 The AOGI water system is a groundbreak-
ing creation that provides users with fresh, 
safe water anywhere - whether it be a wooded 
trail, at the office, or at home. A natural, 
mineral filter alkalizes and mineralizes tap or 
bottled water, which not only raises the pH 
level of the water but adds minerals missing 
from chemically treated drinking water. The 
mineral filtration system adds anti-oxidants 
which may help prevent the effects of aging 
and other chronic diseases. The high alkalinity or pH of the 
water from the AOGI helps fight off acidosis, which may con-
tribute to sluggishness, digestive disorders, acne and other 
health issues.

Info: AOGIwater.com.

Have News to Share? 
Email Submissions to:

Publisher@AwakeningCharlotte.com
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Tai Chi Ruler Exercises Seminar
Good Health in the Palms of Your Hands  

Learn The Tai Chi Ruler – a 
special system of Qigong 

that makes use of a wooden 
stick or ruler. The spherical 
shape of the ruler fits comfort-
ably in the hands and it serves 
to stimulate important acu-
puncture points on the palms. 
For over a thousand years prac-
titioners of the Tai Chi ruler 
have been renowned for their 
longevity, special qigong skills, 
and robust health. 
  Participants will learn the 
twelve main exercises of the 
Tai Chi Ruler system of Qigong. 
“With the Tai Chi Ruler, good 

health and peace of mind are in the palms of your hands,” 
says instructor, Lao Shi, Dr. Camilo Sanchez. 
  
Registration is limited for this special class that runs from 
9:15am-5pm. Call the Elixir Qigong Center at 704-542-8088. 
ElixirQigong.com.
 

Brain Optimization 
with EEG Biofeedback

Tom Milton of Siber Imag-
ing North is now offering 

EEG Biofeedback, a non-
invasive, drug-free therapy for 
ADD, depression, head injury, 
autism, pain, sleep disturbanc-
es, migraines, PTSD and more. 
Also known as neurofeedback, 
this modality is a proven 
means of direct training of 
brain function so that the 
brain operates more efficiently 
and no longer falls into the patterns associated with a disorder. 
New neural pathways are created and reinforced with positive 
feedback. As the brain becomes trained, it learns to avoid the 
patterns associated with the disorder. These changes are gener-
ally permanent. Frequently patients are able to avoid, reduce or 
eliminate medications as a result of EEG Biofeedback.
 In a typical session, electrodes are placed on the scalp 
to measure brainwave activity and graphics are shown to the 
client on a computer monitor to show real time brainwave 
activity. The client essentially plays a video game using the 

Dr. Camilo Sanchez

newsbriefs
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mind to control the graphics on the screen and is given audi-
tory and visual feedback to reward progress. EEG is a mea-
sure of electrical activity in the brain. Over the last 40 years, 
substantial research has proven associations between certain 
patterns of brainwave activity and particular disorders.  

For more information or to reserve a seat at a free informa-
tional session contact Tom Milton at 704-650-9757 or tom@
siberimagingnorth.com.

Open House at  
SouthPark Hypnosis

SouthPark Hypnosis has outgrown 
their location on Fairview Road 

and invites the public to celebrate 
the new location in the Park Seneca 
Building on November 1 from 4-7pm.
 Enjoy light refreshments and a 
free chair massage. Enter to win one 
hypnosis session with Verena Martin, 
certified clinical hypnotist and pediat-
ric hypnotist and owner of SouthPark 
Hypnosis; one transformational body-

work session with John McBride, Body Mind Shift; and one 
acupuncture treatment with Nancy Fuller, Doctor of Oriental 
Medicine, Live Well Acupuncture.
 “This is your opportunity to find out everything about hyp-
nosis that you always wanted to know. Many clients seek out 
SouthPark Hypnosis to find relief from anxiety and a variety of 
issues related to stress. Learn how hypnosis can also help you 
boost your self-esteem and confidence, release fears and phobias, 
manage your weight, or kick the habit of smoking,” says Martin.

SouthPark Hypnosis is located at 1515 Mockingbird Lane, 
Suite 806. Info: SouthParkHyposis.com.

Migun Wellness Health Fair 

Join Migun Well-
ness Center, a busi-

ness dedicated to the 
concept of improving 
health and quality of 
life through East-
ern medicine and 
Western technology, 
for a day dedicated 
to you and your 

health. Experience the expertise of local health practitioners, 
free demonstrations and discounted services all day. You will 
have a chance to win a 90-minute massage, $25 worth of 
alkaline ionized water, a detox footbath, a far infrared sauna 
session and more. Learn strategies to help you take control of 
your health using preventative therapies. 

The health fair takes place from 11am-3pm at 9105 Pineville 
Matthews Road. Info: MigunCharlotte.com, 704-540-4848.

Elemental Healing Open House

Elemental Healing Charlotte, a facility that provides pro-
grams and services for mind, body and spirit, will hold 

an open house Nov 18. This unique center offers a wealth of 
resources such as massage, psychotherapy, 
holistic health, metaphysical studies, vari-
ous classes/workshops and a creative arts 
studio.
 Throughout the day visitors can 
learn from some of Charlotte’s best 
practitioners, psychotherapists and heal-
ers, shop for holiday gifts, network, and  
(continued page 10)

Verena Martin
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enjoy mini-sessions, readings and healings at special open house rates.
Free classes and demonstrations will be offered by some of Charlotte’s most 

gifted and knowledgeable practitioners as well as opportunities for paid one-on-
one sessions. Business owners wanting to expand their circle of connection, can 
participate in Speed Networking Power Hour.

Light refreshments will be served and tours of the facility will be available. 
No RSVP necessary, however, space is limited in some classes and demonstra-
tions. Sign up for desired classes and demonstrations at the door.

The open house will be held Nov 18th,1-8pm. Info: ElementalHealingCharlotte.com.

Charlotte Integrative Health Opens

Charlotte Integrative Health recently opened with 
the specialized team of Dr. Kathleen Connolly, 

PhD, Dr. Cherie Minette, ND, MPH and Cindy Pope, 
MA, LPC working together to heal and empower 
individuals. Focusing on naturopathic medicine and 
psychological counseling as treatment therapies, 
these highly qualified practitioners are dedicated 
to helping each individual achieve optimal health, 
mentally and physically, by using a medically inte-
grated approach. From depression and anxiety to 
GERD and ADHD, the staff at Charlotte Integrative 
Health seeks to treat the root cause of illness and 
restore the body to its natural state of balance.

Info: CharlotteIntegrativeHealth.com.  

Space Available for Holistic Practitioners

Transpersonal Power, LLC is 
dedicated to helping indi-

viduals and groups of the new, 
conscious world to enrich their 
lives by empowering the body, 
mind, and spirit. Local holistic 
practitioners are welcome to 
start, maintain, or expand their 
healing practices at a Lake Nor-
man location. Flex space is now 
available for rent in The Healing 
Place at Transpersonal Power 
in Cornelius. Tranquil space for 
massage and other healing mo-

dalities, massage table provided. Rent by the hour, the half day or full days.

Info: 704-237-3561 or Linda@TranspersonalPower.com.

newsbriefs

Have News to Share? Email Submissions to:
Publisher@AwakeningCharlotte.com
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ecotip

Cherished Charities
Top 10 Giving Tips for Maximum Impact
These guidelines from Charity 
Navigator can help Natural  
Awakenings readers make wise 
decisions in donating dollars to 
favorite eco-causes.

1 Be Proactive. First, take the time 
to identify which environmental 
results are most important to the 
family and be specific about the 
goals you expect via giving.

2 Engage in Dialogue. Before contributing to an organization, talk with staff to 
learn about the group’s accomplishments, goals and challenges.

3 Confirm Nonprofit Status. Check to ensure that the recipient is registered as a pub-
lic nonprofit charity [501(c) (3)]; this also qualifies donations as tax deductions.

4 Check for Commitment to Accountability and Transparency. Charities that 
follow good governance and transparency practices are less likely to engage in 
unethical or irresponsible activities and more likely to be making a measurable 
difference. Even advocates of big-picture environmental causes will find ways to 
quantify the quality of their contributions to planetary health.

5 Examine the Charity’s Financial Health. The financial health of any organization 
is a strong indicator of its performance. The most efficient nonprofits invest 75 per-
cent or more of their budgets on programs and services and less than 25 percent 
on fundraising and administrative fees.

6 Review Executive Compensation. Even eco-charities need to pay their top lead-
ers a competitive salary in order to attract and retain the talent needed to run a 
viable organization and produce results. But don’t just accept the CEO’s compen-
sation at face value; compare it with counterparts in organizations of similar size, 
mission and location.

7 Be Careful of Sound-Alike Names. Don’t be confused by a charity that purposely 
chooses a name strikingly similar to a more reputable, well-known organization.

8 Hang Up the Phone. Recognize that the for-profit fundraising companies often 
used for charitable telemarketing campaigns keep 25 to 95 cents of every dollar 
they collect.

9 Concentrate Giving. Choose a few favorite causes to focus on. Spreading dona-
tions among multiple organizations can diminish the overall impact, because a 
percentage of each gift immediately goes toward overhead.

10 Make a Long-Term Commitment. Wise donors support their favorite environ-
mental and other charities over the long haul, because they understand success 
requires a reliable pool of long-term, committed supporters.

CharityNavigator.com provides ratings and analysis of participating charities as a 
public service.
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by Lisa Moore

Sometimes life’s biggest gifts come 
unexpectedly, and we discover a 
purpose we never knew existed. 

For Robert Roffman, a spontaneous visit 
to an Equine Assisted Therapy Farm not 
only changed his life, it opened the 
door to a gratifying career path he had 
never considered.
 After moving to North Carolina 
from New Hampshire three years 
ago, Roffman, a Medical Massage 
Therapist, was having trouble finding 
work in a chiropractic setting and be-
gan to doubt that he was supposed to 
work as a massage therapist. A repre-
sentative from a local website that he 
was advertising on suggested he visit 
a nearby Equine Assisted Therapy 
Farm. Although Roffman had abso-
lutely no experience with horses at 
all, he went on a whim for a demo, 
open to whatever experience he may 
have.

 After the farm owner explained 
how therapy horses can help at risk 
adolescents, she asked Roffman what 
he’d like to do next. He asked if he 
could interact with the horses that 
were munching on a bale of hay. It 
was at this point that something magi-
cal occurred.
 “As I was standing in the middle 
of the horses, I laid my right hand on 
one to my right and my other on the 

one to my left. On the left I started 
massaging his shoulder and from what 
I know now he started to release ten-
sion in that area. The owner who was 
watching the whole time said, ‘How 
did you know he was lame there?’ I 
responded I didn’t, but I knew that 
if one area is injured then I need to 
spend some time on the opposite side 
which had been compensating for the 
injury site. 
 When I was done I started to leave 
and three horses tried to follow me 
home. That blew my mind! When we 
were outside the paddock the farm 
owner asked if I was an Equine Mas-
sage Therapist. I replied, ‘What is that?’ 
She looked at me for a bit to see if I 
was kidding and told me that I had a 
gift and I should explore it. At this point 
I had no idea as to where this journey 
would take me.”
 Acting on his instincts, Roffman, 
52, took a leap of faith and enrolled 
in a weekend seminar with Jim Mas-
terson, an internationally renowned 
equine massage therapist who devel-
oped an innovative form of bodywork 
that relaxes a horse’s body and relieves 
muscles, connective tissue, and deep 
stress and pain.
 At the end of the seminar Roff-
man discovered he was the only person 
there that had no horse background on 
any level. Masterson and his co-teach-
ers told Roffman they were inspired by 
the way he interacted with the horses 
that were in various stages of discom-
fort and also how the horses and other 
students responded to him during the 
class as he was practicing the tech-
niques. Masterson told him he had a 
gift and that normally he wouldn’t con-
sider taking on someone with out any 
equine background, but he would make 
an exception.
 After some soul searching Roffman 
knew it felt right and today is one of 45 
Masterson Method Practitioners world-
wide practicing Performance Equine 
Massage. His practice has taken him 
throughout the US and he has invita-
tions to England, France, Netherlands 
and Portugal. 
 “It is utterly amazing to me that I 
have worked on hundreds of horses and 
many breeds in the riding disciplines 
that encompass competitive: Dressage, 

When I was done 
I started to leave 
and three horses 
tried to follow me 

home.

PURPOSE DRIVEN CAREER
Equine Massage �erapist
Robert Roffman
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Barrel Racing, Cutting/Reining, Endur-
ance and Hunter/Jumper areas. But if 
you have a horse that you just use for 
trail riding, retired or has been adopted/
rescued from abuse, I’m your guy. I 
never refuse using my skills of provid-
ing pain relief on any horses regardless 
of their job.”
 Roffman says massage therapy is a 
holistic approach to preserve the well-
being of a horse so the horse can de-
liver his best performance. He believes 
it can also enhance an owner’s relation-
ship with his equine companion. 
 “If you are feeling at your peak 
and your horse is also pain free, the 
energetic bond that you will have is a 
synergy, as though you are one well 
oiled machine.”
 Sometimes a horse will even of-
fer thanks to Roffman for his love and 
devotion.
 “I saw a horse that I had worked 
on previously, and as I was bent over 
to work on her left front shoulder she 
reached around with her head and 
hugged me to her chest. It was one of 
the most amazing moments that I have 
had,” he recalled.

 Roffman’s journey on his unex-
pected career path is taking him places 
he never thought was possible. He en-
courages others to follow their intuition 
even if they can’t explain the reason 
why because they may find themselves 
living a dream just like he has.
 “To provide comfort and peace to 
horses that come from backgrounds that 

vary from the privileged to the horribly 
abused is a purpose I take very seri-
ously. I will do this work until I can no 
longer,” he concluded.

For more information visit Perfor-
manceEquineMassage.com or call 
704-689-8661.

Robert Roffman provides healing and comfort 
to all types of horses and loves his work.
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Cranberry Juice Yields 
Knockout Punch
When scientific studies first provided evidence that 

cranberries are a powerful agent in fighting urinary 
tract infections (UTI), the supplement industry was fast to 
react by putting cranberry pills and extracts on the market. 
But are they as effective as drinking cranberry juice or 
eating the sauce?

Recent analysis by Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
offers answers. The researchers tested proanthocyanidins 
(PAC), a group of flavonoids found in cranberries and 
thought to be what gives the juice its infection-fighting properties, 
offering hope that these could translate into an effective extract. However, the re-
port concluded that cranberry juice itself is far better at preventing biofilm forma-
tion—the precursor of infection—than PACs alone.

The virulent form of E. coli bacteria that is the cause of most UTIs is covered 
with small, hair-like projections, known as fimbriae, which act like hooks and 
latch onto cells that line the urinary tract. When enough bacteria adhere to the 
cells, they form a biofilm that leads to infection. Cranberry juice prevented the 
bacteria from forming this biofilm, while PACs alone were not as effective.

healthbriefs

Shrimply 
Alarming
Shrimp cocktail is a popular 

holiday appetizer, but may not 
be the healthiest menu choice. 
Researchers at Texas Tech University 
have found evidence of antibiotics 
in samples of farm-raised shrimp of 
international origin imported onto 
U.S. grocery shelves. The antibiotics 
present included nitrofuranzone, 
a probable human carcinogen. 
Two samples of the seafood tested 
in major cities contained levels of 
nitrofuranzone that were 28 and 
29 times higher than the amount 
allowed by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration. Domestic shrimp 
harvested from the Gulf of Mexico 
also contained carcinogens and 
toxicants, according to a recent 
article by GreenMedInfo.com.

Equally unsettling, most farm-
raised shrimp is far from sustainable, 
says Oregon researcher J. Boone 
Kauffmann, who estimates that 50 to 
60 percent of shrimp farms world-
wide are built on cleared mangrove 
areas. The shrimp produced from 
these farms have a carbon footprint 
up to 10 times higher than beef from 
cows raised on cleared Amazon 
rainforest areas.
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The Other Problem  
with Trans Fats
To keep the holidays merry, rather than moody, 

check labels when stocking the pantry and avoid 
products containing trans fatty acids, which not only 
contribute to insulin resistance, inflammation and 
heart disease, but also exacerbate mood swings. 
After studying nearly 1,000 men and women of 
all ages and ethnic backgrounds, researchers at 
the University of California-San Diego School of 
Medicine found that consumption of dietary trans 
fatty acids (dTFA) was significantly associated with 
greater aggression and irritability.

The study, led by Associate Professor Dr. Beatrice Golomb, provides the first 
evidence linking dTFA with adverse behaviors, ranging from impatience to overt ag-
gression. Analysis of participants’ baseline dietary information and behavioral assess-
ments were adjusted for sex, age, education and use of alcohol or tobacco products.

The new finding strengthens health experts’ recommendations to avoid eating 
products like margarines, shortenings and prepared foods that contain trans fats 
and to steer clear of serving them in schools and other institutions.

Source: PLoS One

Antibiotics Overused  
for Sinus Infections
A study by investigators at the Washington University School 

of Medicine, in St. Louis, concludes that antibiotics typically 
prescribed for sinus infections aren’t any more effective than inactive 
placebos. “Patients don’t get better faster or have fewer symptoms 
when they get antibiotics,” says Dr. Jay F. Piccirillo, a professor of 
otolaryngology and the study’s senior author. He adds, “Our results 
show that antibiotics aren’t necessary for a basic [acute] sinus 
infection—most people get better on their own.” The researchers do 

suggest treating symptoms such as pain, cough and congestion and carefully 
watching to see if further treatment is necessary.

More Americans  
are Eating Fresh
It’s official: Americans are eating more fresh foods 

than they did five years ago. A recent survey of 
800 U.S. adults by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
reports that more than 68 percent of respondents 
say they eat more whole grains, fruits and vegetables 
than they did in 2007. Farmers’ markets and stands 
attracted 70 percent of the survey participants, although 
only 14 percent regularly shop at such venues. More good news: 64 percent  
of the respondents agree that it’s very important that produce be grown in  
an environmentally friendly way and also important that the fruits and veggies  
be organic.
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Nuts Help 
Neutralize 
Metabolic 
Syndrome

According to the World Health 
Organization, metabolic 

syndrome—linked to inflammation and 
oxidative stress that increases the risk 
of Type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular 
disease—affects 25 percent of U.S. 
adults and 20 percent of adults 
worldwide. A nut-rich diet may offer 
some protection.
      Researchers at the University of 
Barcelona, in Spain, discovered that 
a daily one-ounce serving of mixed 
nuts, including raw, unpeeled wal-
nuts, almonds and hazelnuts, boosted 
patients’ levels of beneficial me-
tabolites derived from metabolizing 
tryptophan (an amino acid), serotonin 
(a hormone), fatty acids and polyphe-
nols (phytochemicals with antioxidant 
activity). Their findings support the 
hypothesis that nuts can help prevent 
metabolic alterations that lead to 
chronic disease.

EFT Relieves Veterans’  
Post-Traumatic Stress

Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) uses 
tapping along acupuncture meridians to 

relieve stress so the body can resume the 
natural function of self-healing. Through 

the Veterans Stress Project (StressProject.org), 
the therapy is now being used and tested 

with veterans exhibiting post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms such as 

insomnia, anger, grief and hypervigilance.
A study by the nonprofit Soul Medicine Institute 

has shown that more than 86 percent of vets that used 
EFT have resolved most of their PTSD symptoms; the researchers also report that, 
on average, their pain diminished by 68 percent.

Dr. Steve Manire, a chiropractor and EFT practitioner in Little Rock, Arkansas, 
states, “Too many of our nation’s veterans are left believing that they have to live 
with stress for the rest of their lives when they return from their tours of duty.” He 
asserts that many find significant relief with EFT.

The Veterans Stress Project will connect veterans dealing with post-traumatic 
stress with EFT practitioners across the country for six sessions at no cost. Email 
Deb Tribbey at Deb@StressProject.org.

healthbriefs

TH
E NOOKSTER SOCIETY

MEMBERSHIPS NOW AVAILABLE for Charlotte’s 
ONLY SUPERNATURAL ENTERTAINMENT LEAGUE

Benefits of YOUR Spiritual Fitness Membership 
  Include...

TT

Unlimited Weekday
& Evening Classes
And more… 
$29.95/month

ONLYONLY SUPERNATURAL ENTERTAINMENT LEAGUE
Sponsored by: The Kent-Cook Institute at THE NOOK & The NookStore
704.896.3111, 19621 W. Catawba Avenue, Cornelius KentCookInstitute.com
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We DELIVER.

At NOURISH

Order meals online once/week, receive a delivery 
   to your home/office just a few days later
New menu each week, based on locally-grown,
   organic/pesticide-free produce
Whole-foods based, nutrient-dense, gluten free,
   processed sugar free...and absolutely delicious!
At least 80% organic/pesticide free

Join our mailing list to receive weekly menu announcements at 

www.NourishCharlotte.com

Good Foods  
to Keep the  
Brain Sharp
New research reveals that diet may 

make a difference in reducing 
the risk of developing the most 
common form of dementia, known 
as Alzheimer’s disease. A study 
published by the American Academy 
of Neurology suggests that eating 
foods containing omega-3 fatty acids, 
such as fish, chicken, salad dressing 
and nuts, may be related to lower 
blood levels of a problematic protein 
called beta-amyloid associated with 
Alzheimer’s and memory problems.
       For the study, 1,219 people 
older than 65 and free of dementia 
provided information about their diets 
for an average of 1.2 years before 

their blood was 
tested for beta-
amyloid. Re-
searchers looked 
specifically at 
10 nutrients, 
including satu-
rated fatty acids; 
omega-3 and 
omega-6 poly-
unsaturated fatty 
acids; mono-
unsaturated fatty 
acids; vitamins 
E, C, B12 and D; 

beta-carotene; and folate. The scien-
tists found that higher consumption of 
omega-3 fatty acids corresponded to 
lower blood beta-amyloid levels.
 Particularly, those consuming 
just one gram more than other study 
subjects’ average daily intake of 
omega-3 fatty acids experienced a 
20 to 30 percent decrease in beta-
amyloid levels in the blood. One 
gram of omega-3s can be obtained 
by eating half a salmon fillet, once 
a week. Other foods that contain 
healthy omega-3s are flax seeds, al-
monds, walnuts and walnut oil, tuna 
and sardines and in small amounts, 
vegetables like Brussels sprouts, kale, 
spinach and salad greens.
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Invest in Yourself. 
Invest in a Plan. Your Move.

n Financial Planning/Wellness  n Retirement/Education
n Investments/Insurance  n Life's Transitions 

Are your �nances stressing you out?  
Common symptoms of stress include anxiety, aches & pains,  
unhealthy behavior and sleepless nights. �ere is no magic  

pill but there may be a healthy solution.

Call for Your Financial Check-Up Today!

Gregory S. Latini, Financial Advisor
704-553-7220 Ext. 130                            glatini@wradvisors.com  

greglatini.wrfa.com Securities o�ered through Waddell & Reed, Inc., Member SIPC
Insurance products o�ered through insurance companies with 

which Waddell & Reed has sales arrangements.

News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together 
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all. 

globalbriefs

No Rain
African Savannas Hold Clues  
to Drought Relief
This year, much of the United States has experi-
enced the most severe drought since the 1950s, 
prompting governors to declare emergency con-
ditions. There is no guarantee that the crisis will 
be alleviated, but new research points to a way 
that farmers may be better able to cope.
      In the hotter, drier climate of the semiarid 
African savanna, flowing between the Atlantic 

Ocean and Red Sea, farmers have successfully fought back an expanding Sahara 
Desert and turned once dry, uncultivated scrub into highly productive farmland. 
The key to success is allowing trees to grow where they once cut them down, and 
adopting agricultural techniques that take full advantage of scarce water resources.
 Experts claim that today’s American farmers should recognize the benefits that 
trees can bring to even the most arid plots of land. Chris Reij, a sustainable land 
management specialist at Free University Amsterdam, who has worked in Africa 
since 1978, observes, “Given the situation in the U.S. corn belt, these practices 
might help farmers in Kansas and Iowa adapt to more extreme weather and help 
make their crops more resistant to drought.”
 Adding more trees, planted in rows between crops or bordering fields, could 
provide many of the same benefits found in Africa: improved soil and water quality 
and windbreaks that keep dry topsoil from going airborne. Fallen leaves and twigs 
inject nutrients into the soil, reducing the need for expensive fertilizers that can 
also pollute nearby streams or wells. Trees cool temperatures on a local scale, trap 
carbon and clean the air. Their roots are natural filters between fields and water-
ways and can help keep soil moist. Plus, tree fruits and nuts provide food for farm 
animals and wildlife. It’s an Early American agriculture tradition worth revisiting.

Find more information from the USDA National Agroforestry Center at nac.unl.edu.

Loving It
Fast Food that’s Good Food
Mike Roberts, once the president and 
CEO of McDonald’s, has co-founded 
Lyfe Kitchen, a restaurant chain that 
aims to serve healthy food on a fast-
food scale. The acronym Lyfe stands 
for Love Your Food Everyday, and the 
food is made without butter, cream, 
white sugar, white flour, high-fruc-
tose corn syrup, genetically modi-
fied organisms (GMOs), trans fats or 
additives.
 He foresees hundreds 
of the alternative bistros 
opening across the country, 
all serving locally sourced, 
sustainable gourmet meals 
with the efficiency and 
economy usually found in a 
fast-food chain. With free-
range chicken; burgers from 
grass-fed, humanely raised 
cattle; roasted kabocha 
squash; beet and rice salad 
and Napa cabbage salad, 
costs are expected to be 
pricey at first, but decrease as 
more locations are added.

Visit LyfeKitchen.com.
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Veggie Feast
Meatless Traditions Replace 
Turkey Day
Across America, millions of people 
will celebrate the spirit of Thanksgiving 
with a new, more compassionate and 
life-affirming tradition that eschews 
killing and eating animals. Citing fac-
tors that include torturous breeding 
and production practices, health risks 
posed by additives and adulteration, 
and the ethics of animal killing, Gentle 
Thanksgiving has become a Farm Ani-
mal Rights Movement (FARM) annual 
campaign. Families are encouraged to 
prepare a whole vegetarian or vegan 
meal to commemorate the traditional 
occasion of communal sharing and 
abundance. Soy-based mock turkeys 
are widely available, as well as a cor-
nucopia of meat-free recipes.

Visit Gentle 
Thanksgiving.org.

Eco-Gyms
Workouts Feed the Grid

A new crop of 
environmentally 
conscious gyms 
and fitness centers 

are adopting prac-
tices to save energy by 

adding electricity-generating workout 
equipment and using other strategies 
to reduce environmental impacts. It’s 
known as the green gym movement, 
which continues to grow and innovate.

The Los Angeles Times reports that 
members of AC4 Fitness, in Goleta, 
California, generate power and feed it 
back to the grid every time they step on 
a treadmill or elliptical. They also bring 
their own refillable bottles and have ac-
cess to a hydration station that provides 
free water, filtered by reverse osmosis. 
Patrons can store their belongings in 
lockers made from recycled plastic. The 
Greenasium Fitness Studio, in Encinitas, 
California, sports floors covered with 
mats made from recycled tires, and their 
dumbbells are used and refurbished. 
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“We literally outgrew the 
first commercial kitchen 
we were renting in our 

third week of operations, which was 
definitely a surprise, and ever since 
then we’ve been working hard to keep 
up with what it takes to grow a very 
successful business in a steady, smart 
way,” said Neff. 
 As the area’s only local, vegan/
vegetarian delivery service, Nour-
ish honors the planet by developing 
relationships with local farmers who 
provide fresh, seasonal, pesticide-free 
produce. Their whole foods cuisine is 
at least 80% organic and gluten/pro-
cessed and sugar free.
 With creative, delectable entrees 
like Quinoa-Arborio Risotto with But-

Pursuing Their Passion
Nourish Delivers Healthy, Locally-Sourced Cuisine

Nourish owners Laura Neff and Julia Simon 
deliver whole foods cuisine that is at least 

80% organic and gluten/processed/sugar free.

supporting local farmers on Saturday 
mornings, but who have other priorities 
when it comes right down to it on the 
weekends,” stated Neff. 
 The pair also hears stories about 
how their food is helping customers 
who are moving to a more plant-centric 
diet or are wrestling with disease man-
agement/reversal or weight issues. 
 “The reward, for us, really comes 
when we hear firsthand how this work 

ternut Squash and Sage and Millet 
Pimento Cheese Grits with Sauteed 
Greens and Muscadine Gravy, Nourish 
satisfies folks whose lives are too full to 
shop for and prepare deeply nutritious 
meals. Their customer base is varied 
and diverse.
 “We have customers who are go-
ing through treatment for cancer and 
who know their bodies need plant-
strong, whole-foods-based, sugar-free, 
nutrient-dense meals. We nourish 
folks who have gluten or nut or soy 
allergies or restrictions and who feel 
overwhelmed by the idea of re-learning 
how to cook for themselves given 
everything else in their lives. And we 
support families who love the idea 
of going to the farmer’s market and 

When healthy living enthusiasts Julia Simon and Laura Neff 

decided to pursue their passion to deliver clean, delicious 

food to busy Charlotteans, they had no idea how quickly their 

business, Nourish, would catch on. 

by Lisa Moore

is changing lives and in seeing the pride 
in our awesome employees as they 
work so hard to help us grow this busi-
ness and its impact across the city,” said 
Neff. “And our food nourishes us and 
our families, too!”

For more information visit Nourish 
Charlotte.com.
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wisewords

Overcome Obstacles  
to Achievement

Jack Canfield Shares Insights on Creating Success

by Linda Sechrist

While ideas presented in pro-
grams and courses to help people 
achieve success can inspire and 
motivate positive change, many 
people get stuck when they have to 
apply them. In the past, many of the 
methods used to overcome obstacles 
to success have been tedious and 
time consuming, requiring months or 
years of intense concentration and 
relentless perseverance.

Why is it so challenging to 
make the changes necessary 
to succeed?
The mind is divided into two hemi-
spheres. One is responsible for ratio-
nal, conscious thought and processes 
ideas sequentially, using language. 
The other is emotional, and processes 
ideas simultaneously, using pictures. 
The emotional, subconscious mind is 
far more powerful than the rational, 
conscious mind. It controls about 
95 percent of our thoughts and ac-
tions and is motivated by the pull of 
pleasurable rewards and the push of 
negative emotions.

To understand the challenge of 
change, think of the emotional mind 
as an elephant and the rational mind 
as the rider. As long as the elephant 
doesn’t have a strong desire to move 

Jack Canfield is 
best known as 
co-author of The 

New York Times 
number-one bestsell-
ing Chicken Soup for 
the Soul series, which 
has sold more than 
500 million copies in 
47 languages. A fea-
tured teacher in the 
films The Secret and Tapping the 
Source, he also has been inter-
viewed on more than 1,000 radio 
and TV segments. He currently 
serves as CEO of The Canfield 
Training Group and president 
and founder of the Transforma-
tional Leadership Council.

Even with a wealth 
of webinars, 
teleclasses, 
workshops and 
other tools advising 
everyone how to 
live the life of their 
dreams, why do so 
many still struggle 
to feel successful?
Just having a map in your 

hands doesn’t mean that you will get 
to your destination. Understanding 
your fears and limiting beliefs does 
not necessarily give you the ability to 
overcome them. Humans also have 
built-in protective mechanisms that 
often override their efforts to achieve 
their goals in order to maintain the 
status quo.
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in a particular direction, the rider can control the el-
ephant. However, if the direction that the elephant wants 
to go in is different than what the rider has in mind, the 
chance of forcing the elephant radically diminishes.

The reason that so many people fail to achieve suc-
cess is that the elephantine subconscious is innately averse 
to the new action that needs to be taken. To make tasks 
much easier, the elephant must be motivated to move in a 
certain direction or, at the very least, remain neutral and 
not resist the rider.

By applying some newer, cutting-edge tools that 
support change, such as tapping points along the body’s 
energy meridians, the approach used in the Emotional 
Freedom Technique (EFT), it is not only possible to get 
the elephant to cease resisting, but can also shave time 
off the journey to personal power and accomplishment. 
Tapping can transform the beliefs and emotions that 
cause self-doubt, self-sabotage, procrastination and other 
roadblocks. It is being used around the world to help 
people minimize or eliminate issues as varied as fears, 
phobias, post-traumatic stress disorder, food cravings and 
chronic pain.

What do you consider ultimate success? 
Many people report that after applying my 64 recom-
mended success principles, they have achieved outstanding 
results in one area of their life, although they didn’t meet 
their expectations in another. Ultimate success isn’t about 
having only financial success, yet poor relationships; it’s 
about having success in all areas of your life.

So, as practitioners like my co-author Pamela Bruner, 
a business success coach and EFT expert, teach the 
tapping technique, they verbally introduce a powerful 
success principle and note the resistance people might 
encounter when trying to implement that principle. This 
can be done in person or self-administered, as demon-
strated on the DVD included in our book, Tapping Into 
Ultimate Success.

How can we support our goals in everyday life?
I’ve learned that few people actually study the principles 
of success as they relate to life. In college or business 
school, students are taught management skills that apply 
to business, but not the skill sets or mindsets needed for 
success in their personal lives. Students in educational 
institutions of any kind never learn that they control their 
life. We all need to understand that the books we read, 
the TV shows we watch and the social environment we 
choose to immerse ourselves in all either undermine our 
success or support it.

For more information, visit JackCanfield.com.

Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for Natural Awakenings 
magazine.
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Three years ago, Cindy Readnower 
felt as if work was swallowing 
her life. As a single mom with 

two sons to support and two franchise 
restaurants to run in Sarasota, Florida, 
she routinely would get up at 4 a.m. and 
go to bed after midnight. She didn’t see 
enough of her boys. “I never had a free 
moment to just shut down and think 
about what I really wanted,” she recalls.

Then the economy collapsed, forc-
ing her to shutter her businesses, file for 
bankruptcy and consult with a career 
counselor to plan her next steps. Today, 
at 57, she’s working as a life coach and 
business consultant and as she sees it, 
living the life she is meant to live.

“When you hit hard times and 
say, ‘My worst fears have come true; 
what am I going to do now?’ It makes 
you realize you will only find true suc-
cess when you follow your passion,” 
she says.

Readnower represents what some 
see as the silver lining in these challeng-
ing economic times. At a time of high 
unemployment, when some can’t find 
a job and others are working grueling 
hours to compensate for laid-off co-
workers, many Americans are stepping 
off the corporate hamster wheel and 
sincerely asking themselves: “What is my 
purpose here, and how can I realize it?”

Purpose Over Profits
According to a recent study by the 
nonprofit Encore.org, which helps older 
Americans pursue more meaningful ca-
reers, as many as 9 million people ages 
44 to 70 have already transitioned into 
encore careers that combine purpose, 
passion and a paycheck. Another 31 
million would like to.

Meanwhile, surveys show that 
new college grads are increasingly 
gravitating toward nonprofit and public 

sector jobs that feed their souls more 
than their bank accounts. Off-the-clock 
volunteerism is soaring. Due to work-
ing and earning less, people are also 
consuming less, cooking, sewing and 
gardening more, rediscovering forgotten 
passions and relationships and finding 
new ones in the process.

“When the economy tanked, it 
prompted a real moment of spiritual 
awakening for all of us,” observes Sue 
Frederick, of Boulder, Colorado, a nation-
ally renowned career counselor who also 
applies her intuitive skills in helping clients 
like Readnower find their muse. “We are 
no longer able to hide out behind jobs and 
benefits that might not have been a good 
fit for us to begin with. People are remem-
bering their soul’s mission and waking up 
to the true work they are intended to do.”

At the leading edge of the purpose-
driven career movement is the millennial 
generation, now in their 20s through 
early 30s. Having come of age amidst 

the Enron Corporation scandal, 9/11, Iraq 
and Afghanistan wars and the 2008 eco-
nomic collapse, they’re graduating from 
college with a more holistic perspective 
on what constitutes a good career.

“The decade in which we have 
matured has been turbulent in almost 
every dimension,” says John Coleman, 
31, a recent graduate of Harvard Busi-
ness School and co-author of Passion 
and Purpose: Stories from the Best and 
Brightest Young Business Leaders. “This 
generation is looking at a world that has 
so many problems and saying, ‘The old 
opportunities are not there anymore, 
so we have to create new ones.’ Many 
are actively seeking more meaning and 
purpose at work.”

One 2010 survey of 500 MBA 
students found that when considering a 
long list of options for what they looked 
for in a career, they ranked “intellectual 
challenge” and “opportunity to impact 
the world” as their first and third priori-
ties, bracketing “compensation” which 
ranked second.

Another analysis by The New 

Fashion a Passion-Driven Life
Realize Your Purpose and Feed Your Soul

by Lisa Marshall

In the midst of  

uncertainties,  

many are asking,  

“Why am I here?”
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York Times found that in 
2009, 11 percent more 
college graduates worked 
for nonprofits than in the 
previous year. Accord-
ingly, Coleman’s book is 
packed with encouraging 
examples, from a Harvard 
MBA student and a U.S. 
Marine that co-founded 
a nonprofit addressing 
poverty in Kenya’s larg-
est slum to a biomedical 
engineering grad that launched a web-
based car-sharing service.

This altruistic, purpose-driven 
career track seems a stark departure 
from that of the baby boomers, collec-
tively referred to as the “me” generation 
for its materialistic ethos. Yet those that 
specialize in helping people find more 
meaningful lives say this group cur-
rently counts among their best and most 
focused customers.

“We are at a time in the world 
when it is more socially acceptable 
to follow your passions,” says Janet 
Attwood, whose Passion Test work-
shops—established in 2004—are 
welcoming more people than ever. “In 
my day, my dad was so freaked out I’d 
end up homeless that he sent me to 
business school so I would learn how 
to type. Back then, parents never asked: 
‘What turns you on?’”

That’s a shame, remarks Frederick, 
because first hints at our purpose often 
bubble up in our youth. “I believe all of 
us know at some point what our gift is, 
but we often bury it and say, ‘I have to 
fit in and get a job with benefits and a 
good paycheck.’” There is an alternative.

Work and Consume Less, 
Live More
Attwood stresses that living in line with 
one’s passion isn’t just about work, 
noting, “It’s about your relationships 
and friends, your spirituality and health, 
what you consume and where you 
choose to live…”

She asks clients to write down 
five life-defining passions (see sidebar) 
and use them as a guidepost. “When-
ever you are faced with a choice, a 
decision or an opportunity, choose in 
favor of your passion,” she counsels. 
Attwood has observed firsthand how 

success often follows, be-
cause, “When you choose 
in favor of the things that 
have the greatest, deepest 
meaning for you, the uni-
verse supports you more 
than if you are just tepid 
and neutral about some-
thing.”
 For some, that has 
meant working fewer 
hours for less pay, in order 
to allow more time for 

clarifying meditation, family dinners, 
volunteering at a local shelter, taking a 
long-yearned-for dance class or plan-
ning the next career shift. It has also led 
to willing trade-offs in buying less and 
doing more for oneself.

According to the 2010 MetLife 
Study of the American Dream, 77 per-
cent of Americans now say that achiev-
ing their big dream comprises improv-
ing the quality of their lives by strength-
ening personal relationships. As for 
millennials, 39 percent say they already 
have what they need. Also, those that 
feel growing pressure to buy more and 
better material possessions has dropped 
from 66 percent in 2006 to well below 
half today.

“Plenty of people have already 
started down this path. They’re growing 
vegetables, raising chickens and keeping 
bees. They’re building their own homes, 
often with the help of friends and neigh-
bors,” writes Boston University Sociol-
ogy Professor Juliet Schor, Ph.D.

In her groundbreaking book, 
Plenitude: The New Economics of True 
Wealth, she argues that contrary to many 
economists’ assumptions, a shorter work 
week and smaller economy is better for 
society as a whole. More, such a lifestyle, 
“allows people to build stronger social 
connections, maintain their physical and 
mental health and engage in activities 
that are more creative and meaningful.” 

Any Example Proves  
the Rule
Ever since childhood days of helping 
her mother make clothing for the fam-
ily, Juliette Bastian has had a passion 
for fashion design. Her love of dancing 
dates back to watching American Band-
stand. But when it came to choosing a 
career, “There was always this trigger 

It is not how 
much you do,  
but how much 
love you put  

into the doing, 
 that matters.

~ Mother Teresa
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that went off in my head that said, ‘You 
need to make money,’” she explains.

By her mid-40s, this San Dimas, Cali-
fornia, resident boasted a six-figure salary 
and a successful, but not terribly fulfilling 
career doing accounting and strategic 
business planning. To indulge her creative 
side, she created colorful spreadsheets, 
but it wasn’t enough. “At one point, I ac-
knowledged, ‘I am not happy walking into 
work anymore,’” recalls Bastian, now 52. 
“I felt like a hamster on a wheel.”

Seven years ago, she walked out, and with Attwood’s help, set out to find 
her true callings. “People always think you have to pick just one, but you have 
passions that run across every aspect of your life,” she says. “I now realize I am a 
dancer, fashion designer, family person and spiritual woman.”

Bastian begins each week by making a color-coded “strategic plan of action,” 
making sure to include elements of each of her five passions: financial freedom, 
exceptional relationships, optimal health, successful business ventures and an alli-
ance with God. That means she’s back in school studying fashion design, and now 
makes time for dancing, church, family and a part-time career-coaching business.

She says that it has been financially rough at times. But the “sacrifices”—like 
fewer hair appointments, fancy clothes, meals out and expensive holiday gifts for 
friends—have been well worth it. “I now have the flexibility, freedom and joy of 
knowing I am living who Juliette truly is,” she says with a smile. “I know I’ll be 
taken care of as long as I honor what truly matters to me.”

Lisa Marshall is a freelance writer near Boulder, CO. Visit, Lisa@LisaAnnMarshall.com.

This is the true joy  
of life—being used  
up for a purpose  

recognized by yourself  
as a mighty one. 

~ George Bernard Shaw

Take the Passion Test
Make a list of your passions; the 10 or 15 things most critical to your happiness 
and well-being. Start each entry with, “When my life is ideal, I am … ” (living in 
a beautiful house in the mountains, working in a job that changes lives, spend-
ing plenty of time with my children, etc.)

Don’t worry about how you’ll get there. Just write it down. You become 
whatever you are committed to. “People often write down a passion, but 
if they can’t immediately see how they can manifest it, they erase it and 
instead write something down that they can easily put their arms around. In 
other words, they play it safe,” says Janet Attwood, co-author of The Passion 
Test: The Effortless Path to Discovering Your Life Purpose. Instead, think big.

Narrow the list to your top five passions.

Write all five passions down on five index cards.

Post passions in places you will routinely see them, such as on the bathroom 
mirror and refrigerator door; display them prominently on your computer.

Create a vision board (a collage of representations of your passions). “It’s an 
easy way to keep your attention on the things you really want to grow stronger 
in your life,” notes Attwood.

Use these priority passions as a guidepost. “Whenever you are faced with a 
choice, a decision or opportunity, choose in favor of your passions,” advises 
Attwood. Then run to the goal with purpose in every step.

Take the test again every six months, because passions can change and 
evolve over time.

Don’t go around saying the 
world owes you a living.  

The world owes you noth-
ing. It was here first. 

~ Mark Twain 
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Wanda  
Urbanska’s 
dream 

home is more 
cottage than 
castle. Despite 
childhood yearn-
ings for sprawling 
digs with a lavish 
pool, her concern 
for the planet’s 
welfare and a 
practical approach 
to finances has led her 
to a radically different fantasy: 
a home that is small, green and paid for.

Owning a smaller home is a 
“triple hitter,” says the Harvard gradu-
ate and author of The Heart of Simple 
Living: 7 Paths to a Better Life. “With 
a smaller home, we can pay off the 
mortgage quicker, use less furniture 
and have less space to clean and 
maintain, heat and cool.” Also, less 
space effects less consumption—need-
ed more than ever as dwellings have 
increasingly turned into what Urban-
ska refers to as suffocating, “sinkholes 
of stuff, clogging the flow of energy 
and movement in our lives.”

She predicts, “Once we’ve purged 
our systems of the excess, the focus will 
be on creating lives that are dynamic 
and streamlined, where the carbon 
cost of a thing is weighed along with 
its price tag, and where the focus is on 
usability, rather than ownership.”

The rise of McMansions as part of 
a runaway “bigger is better” mentality 
saw the average American house size 
surge from 983 square feet in 1950 to 
2,521 square feet in 2007, reports the 
National Association of Home Builders 
(NAHB). Due to the 2008 recession, 
many owners were left with upside-

down mortgages, caus-
ing newer homes to be 

more modest in size. 
Like the notorious 
sports utility ve-

hicle (SUV) craze, 
now faded due to 
steep gas prices, the 
McMansion trend is 
quickly declining.
       “Today’s entry-
level buyer seems 

to prefer a far simpler 
presentation than what had 

been popular with their parents,” 
observes Heather McCune, former ed-
itor-in-chief of Professional Builder and 
Professional Remodeler. “I don’t think it 
would be out of line to characterize it 
as an anti-McMansion attitude.”
Real estate website Trulia.com recently 
reported that slightly more than half 
of Americans say that 1,400 to 2,600 
square feet would be their ideal home 
size. According to the NAHB, nine of 
10 builders are planning or construct-
ing smaller homes than in the past. 
In 2010, the average new home size 
dropped to 2,377 square feet and by 
2015, the average newly built home is 
predicted to measure just 2,140 square 
feet. Even in more affluent areas, build-
ers are beginning to construct model 
homes that are one-third smaller than 
what they were building just a few 
years ago.
 “‘Small is beautiful’ is back in 
vogue,” remarks Andrew Gates, a So-
theby’s International Realty real estate 
broker in Salisbury, Connecticut. “The 
simplicity aesthetic is more prevalent 
after what we’ve been through the past 
few years.”
 Savings accrued from the purchase 
of a more sustainable, lower-impact 

House Happiness
Small, Green and Paid For

by Lindsey Blomberg

Course begins  
Feb. 8, 2013

HarmonyYogaNC.com

704-277-3887

Hatha Yoga
Teacher Training

Let Your
Soul Blossom

Activate a more intuitive  
way of sensing and being  

in the world with the  
time-tested technology of 

Yoga and Ayurveda. 

Acquire certification  
to become a  

Registered Yoga Teacher  
or expand your  

personal practice.

“This course has deepened  
my relationship with my  

body-mind and reacquainted 
me with my authentic self. The 

well-rounded curriculum is  
fascinating and transformative.”               

Kim Snider
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MAGNIFIED HEALING
now offered in the Charlotte area

This gentle, compassionate energy is a gift 
from Source, brought forth to humanity 
at this time on Earth through Kwan Yin.

A deep state of Grace and Healing is given when 
experiencing this beautiful, yet powerful energy. 

Kwan Yin will be called on for forgiveness, mercy, 
compassion and healing during the session.

Special Offer for New Clients
1 Hour Appt is $25 when you mention 

“Natural Awakenings”

Diane Montgomery, 
Master Teacher in Magnifi ed Healing 
803-323-7177

Experience the sacredness 
of this beautiful 
healing modality

*Brings Physical and Mental back in touch with the Spiritual and 
Emotional

*Using Mother Earth’s Heartbeat, Healing and Balancing come 
easily

*Release stress and tension
* Improve mental clarity and increase physical energy and mental 

concentration
“We are made of light, sound, energy waves. That’s why we reso-
nate to sound and why sounds are so healing for our emotional 

and physical bodies.”

 Energy Drum Healing

READINGS  |  CEREMONIES  |  FRAME DRUMS  |  SWEAT LODGES  |  NATIVE JEWELRY

Otter Woman Standing 

OtterDance.com 
704.904.4953

“We are made of light, sound, energy waves. That’s why we resonate to sound and why 
sounds are so healing for our emotional and physical bodies.”

Robbie Warren *Brings Physical and Mental back  
  in touch with the Spiritual & Emotional

*Using Mother Earth’s Heartbeat,  
  Healing & Balancing come easily

*Release Stress & Tension

*Improve Mental Clarity and increase  
  Physical Energy & Mental Concentration

READINGS  |  CEREMONIES  |  FRAME DRUMS  |  

home allows reasonable investments to-
ward modern, energy-efficient upgrades 
like bamboo flooring, water conserva-
tion and filtration devices and Energy 
Star appliances. The National Associa-
tion of Realtors’ 2010 Profile of Home 
Buyers and Sellers found that nearly 90 
percent of buyers considered heating 
and cooling bills important, and more 
than 70 percent wanted high-efficiency 
appliances.

“As advocates of energy efficiency, 
we have been encouraged by a change 
in home buyers’ and homeowners’ at-
titudes toward energy efficiency,” says 
Kateri Callahan, president of the Alli-
ance to Save Energy, a nonprofit based 
in Washington, D.C. With increased en-
ergy efficiency comes increased home 
value; a recent study in The Appraisal 
Journal indicates that the market value 
of a home increases by $10 to $25 for 
every dollar saved on annual fuel bills.

Coinciding with smaller single-fam-
ily living quarters is a boom in multi-
generational homes across the country. 
According to U.S. Census Bureau data, 
as of 2010, 4.4 million homes held three 
generations or more under one roof, a 
15 percent increase from 3.8 million-
plus homes just two years earlier. In 
multigenerational households, the need 
for expensive daycare is lessened, while 
grandparents and adult children can also 
contribute to household income by pay-
ing rent. Urbanska, who resides in North 
Carolina with her 90-year-old mother 
and 15-year-old son, says, “I’ve been 
able to save money on both child and 
elder care while staying close to Mother 
in her later years.”

The rapid turn toward both finan-
cially and environmentally smarter hab-
its looks like it’s here to stay, concludes 
Michelle Kaufmann, co-author of the 
acclaimed Prefab Green and a Sausali-
to, California, architect of eco-friendly 
homes. She says she is busier than ever, 
because these concepts are resonating 
widely. “It’s sad that it took a complete 
economic meltdown for people to ap-
preciate smaller homes,” she observes, 
“but at least something good can come 
from it.”

Lindsey Blomberg is a freelance writer 
in Sarasota, FL.
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With the onset of school, 
parents are stocking up on 
essentials, including at-home 

remedies to help keep kids healthy this 
winter. Natural Awakenings has com-
piled several leading experts’ best tips.

Green and Yellow Produce
Dr. James Balch, a leading natural health 
expert, urologist and pioneering author 
in healing nutrition, recommends menus 
rich in colored fruits and vegetables filled 
with carotenes. “These foods are potent 
antioxidants, help with immune function 
and are involved with the growth and 
repair of tissues,” he writes. For picky 
eaters, serve crispy carrot sticks, buttery 
sweet potatoes and juicy apples.

Healing Herbs
Burke Lennihan, a registered nurse, 
certified homeopath and author of Your 
Natural Medicine Cabinet, encourages 
parents to stock up on garlic, ginger, 
turmeric and cayenne. “There’s a reason 
why [these herbs] are so popular world-
wide,” she says, “and it’s not just the 
flavor. They have anti-inflammatory, anti-
bacterial and other medicinal properties 
that modern science is just beginning to 
document.”

Another helpful resource is Healing 
Spices: How to Use 50 Everyday and 
Exotic Spices to Boost Health and Beat 
Disease, by Dr. Bharat Aggarwal, also a 
Ph.D. and researcher at the University of 
Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, in 
Houston.

Natural Cough Syrup
“Elderberry syrup is great for coughs,” 
advises Lennihan. “A study done in 

Israel showed that elderberry extract is 
as effective against the flu as Tamiflu.”

Fermented Cod Liver Oil
Dr. Deborah Gordon, of Ashland, Oregon 
(DrDeborahMD.com), recommends that 
parents use supplements relied on as 
basics in the home generations ago: “All 
children benefit from fermented cod liver 
oil.” Although it tastes bad, it’s one of the 
most effective immune boosters available 
in a safe and easily absorbable form.

healthykids

Staying Healthy Naturally

Top Cold and Flu 
Fighters for Children

by Dr. Lauri Grossman
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Vitamin D
While protecting skin from direct sun 
rays is an ongoing concern, current 
research shows that many children are 
deficient in the vitamin D sunshine 
provides. Gordon advises parents, “Ask 
your pediatrician to test your children 
to determine if they need supplements.”

Powerful Probiotics
In Treatment Alternatives for Children, 
Dr. Lawrence Rosen, who practices at 
the Whole Child Center, in Oradell, 
New Jersey, notes: “By adding probiot-
ics to vitamin D supplementation, par-
ents can be even more certain to keep 
the flu away from their children.”

Homeopathy Help
Lennihan maintains that using home-
opathy can stop a child’s nascent cold 
before it blossoms fully. “When your 
son shows signs of lower energy and 
just wants to lie on the couch, or your 
daughter has a mild fever and says her 
throat is a bit scratchy, those are the times 
for ferrum phosphoricum,” she says. “The 
6x potency will keep the cold from ever 
developing.” Two pellets, three times a 
day, works well.

If parents miss the early signs of 
an approaching cold, then arsenicum 
album is the homeopathic medicine 
needed. Lennihan holds that it’s the 
most useful remedy when a child’s nose 
is running incessantly. She attests that 
allium cepa [common bulb onion] is a 
good backup if a child has an itchy nose 
or raw red skin under it. Both remedies 
are best given in 30C potency, two to 
three pellets three times a day for up to 
three days, to see if symptoms subside.

Chiropractic Care
Dr. Joseph Passanante, a New York City 
chiropractor, offers insights based on 
immunology research that has dem-
onstrated a link between the nervous 
system and regulation of the immune 
function. Thus he states, “By aligning the 
spine and removing nerve interference, 
chiropractic care enhances immunity, so 
that good health is maintained.” Receiv-
ing regular gentle adjustments can  help 
children ward off illness more effectively, 
and they will become more limber from 
the treatments.

Clean Water
Encourage children to wash their hands 
regularly and drink plenty of fresh 
water. The Mayo Clinic, in Rochester, 
Minnesota, advises drinking water, 
clear-broth soups or warm lemon water 
with honey to loosen congestion and 
prevent dehydration.
 Over-the-counter, water-based saline 
nasal drops and sprays also can help com-
bat stuffiness and congestion. Plus, unlike 
nasal decongestants, they are safe and 
non-irritating, according to Mayo sources. 
They also note that a saltwater gargle can 
relieve a sore or scratchy throat.

Chicken Soup
Our grandmothers may have been even 
smarter than we thought. Recent stud-
ies at The Nebraska Medical Center, 
in Omaha, illustrate that chicken soup 
relieves colds in two ways. It acts as an 

anti-inflammatory by inhibiting the cells 
that add to inflammation and by speeding 
the movement of mucus, reduces the time 
that viruses are in contact with the nose.

Sound Sleep
Dr. Greg Meyer, a Phoenix, Arizona, inte-
grative physician, says the key for parents 
is to make sure children don’t overexert 
themselves when they are sick. “Kids 
need to rest their bodies in order to heal,” 
he advises. “An extra day of rest can yield 
a more certain cure and more reliable re-
covery.” At this point, parents might need 
some, too. A little tea party or some time 
cuddled up with a good book might help 
the whole family feel better.

Lauri Grossman, a doctor of chiropractic 
and certified classical homeopath, prac-
tices in New York City, NY. Learn more at 
amcofh.org and HomeopathyCafe.com.
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“As with humans, living longer 
doesn’t mean adding on time 
at the end, but adding to 

the middle, when pets can still enjoy 
themselves, maybe with some changes 
and modifications,” advises Doctor 
of Veterinary Medicine Mark Howes, 
owner of Berglund Animal Hospital, in 
Evanston, Illinois. “Pets deserve quality 
of life.”
 Howes believes the old rule of 
thumb—one human year equals seven 
dog years—has changed. Size and 
breed are also factors now. “A 7-year-
old great Dane is a senior, but for a 
Pomeranian, it’s closer to 10,” he says. 
“For other breeds, 12 is not necessarily 
elderly.”
 Key signs that indicate a pet may 
be slowing down and require special 
attention include changes in appetite, 
mobility and social interaction with 
people and other pets. In general, 
watch for flagging desires, abilities  
and cooperation.

AGING GRACEFULLY 
Good Ways to Care for Pets in their Golden Years

by Sandra Murphy

Helpful Steps
Instead of visiting a veterinarian’s of-
fice, choosing a vet that makes house 
calls is one viable solution. This is 
how New York City-based Dr. Jonathan 
Leshanski has specialized in aiding 
pets for 15 years. “During home visits, 
I notice things a pet’s person may miss 
or misinterpret in the midst of daily 
companioning,” says Leshanski, who 
sees more cats than dogs. “Because 
house calls are convenient for owners, 
I see pets more often and can diagnose 
problems earlier.”
 Dr. Cathy Alinovi also takes to the 
road with her rural practice, Hoof Stock 
Veterinary Service, in Pine Village, 
Indiana. She’s found, “The best way to 
keep a pet healthy and present longer 
is to keep the brain active,” adding that 
clients attest that their dog lived well 
and longer because of early interven-
tion. “Some treatments for maintaining 
flexibility in their body are as simple as 
massage and stretching,” she adds.

 An older or ill pet can become a 
finicky eater whose diet needs revamp-
ing. Dogs can sometimes skip a meal or 
two, but it’s important for cats to eat regu-
larly says Jodi Ziskin, a holistic nutrition 
consultant who specializes in companion 
animal care in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
 “Each animal is different, and it’s 
important to find the right food texture, 
smell and taste,” she notes. “Keep nutri-
ents as pure and organic as possible and 

serve real meat and veggies. If a pet 
has trouble chewing or 

needs more fluids, 
try dehydrated foods, 
thinned by blending 

with filtered water to a pu-
réed consistency. Don’t set 
food and water dishes on 

the floor—raise them so the 
pet’s head is higher than his stomach, 
which helps digestion.”
 Ziskin recalls how a holistic diet and 
supplements enabled her own cat, Kayla, 
diagnosed with chronic renal failure, 
hyperthyroidism and irritable bowel syn-
drome at age 14, to live twice as long as 
her original prognosis of three years. Acu-
puncture and subcutaneous fluid therapy 
complemented her nutritional program.
 For pets with chronic pain from 
arthritis or another ailment, veterinary 
house calls can literally be lifesavers, be-
cause they give owners more options than 
premature euthanasia. Dr. Karri Miller, 
a veterinary oncologist with Veterinary 
Healthcare Associates, in Winter Haven, 
Florida, advises, “Cancer treatments for 
pets are not as harsh as they are for people 
and have fewer side effects. Before mak-
ing a decision about treatment, consult a 
veterinary oncologist and ask a lot of ques-
tions. More pets today are living longer 
with a good quality of life.”
 Dr. Kathleen Cooney, owner of 
Home to Heaven veterinary services, 
in Loveland, Colorado, likes the team 
approach. “We teach people to partner 
with their pet on a day-to-day basis and 
help take away the fear by educating the 
family to recognize the stages of aging 
and illness, pain and crisis, manage nu-
trition and live like their pets do—in the 
moment, not in the future. Understand-
ing brings peace.” When the end comes, 
compassionate euthanasia at home or 
on Cooney’s farm lends a comforting 
atmosphere at a difficult time.

We know that animals subjectively age faster than humans. 
What are the signs and how can we ease the way for an 
elderly pet?

naturalpet
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Leaving with Dignity
For aging or terminally ill pets, Dr. 
Mary Gardner, owner of Lap of Love, 
in Broward County, Florida, works 
with families through the end of the 
pet’s life. “As a veterinarian who solely 
practices in-home hospice and eu-
thanasia, I have been given a unique 
privilege,” she says. “Hospice care 
supports both the pet and family. I 
make sure the family and I have a 
clearly defined goal—the comfort of 
the animal.” Similar to hospice care 
for humans, pets in hospice are given 
palliative care that can prolong life 
without suffering or pain.
 Accepting help from a hospice ser-
vice is not about giving up, but simply 
recognizing that additional treatment 
will not cure the illness. It’s accept-
ing that the quality of each day of life 
is more important than the number of 
days. It’s living fully, beginning to end, 
right up until the last breath.

Sandra Murphy is a regular contributor 
to Natural Awakenings magazines.

ENTICING A PICKY EATER
“A pet doesn’t need to eat every nutri-
ent every day. A balance achieved 
over several days will work. Getting 
them to eat is the main thing,” says 
Jodi Ziskin, a Fort Lauderdale, Flori-
da-based animal wellness counselor. 
“Details can be worked out later.”
 She suggests these nutritious tips 
for perking up interest:
 Feed the animal two to four 
times a day in small amounts, so the 
stomach is neither empty or overfull. 
Changing from a raw diet to cooked 
food can aid digestion for older pets.
 For cats: Quinoa, millet or rice 
slows digestion and allows 
absorption of more nutrients. 
Because cats utilize fat in their 
diet better than dogs, a full-fat, 
plain yogurt is a good treat.
 For dogs: Low-fat yo-
gurt and probiotics soothe 
the stomach. Chicken thigh 
meat offers 
more flavor 

than breast meat. 
 For both: A scrambled egg is a 
welcome treat. Also, add a bit of liquid 
from no-salt added, low mercury, wild 
caught, BPA-free cans of water-packed 
tuna poured over their regular food or 
alternatively, ground-meat baby food. 
Aroma plays a large part in appetite, 
so appropriately warm foods before 
serving. Chamomile tea—about two 
teaspoons for cats and more for dogs, 
depending on size—has a calming ef-
fect and aids digestion.
      Like humans, pets sometimes need 
an antacid—ask a veterinarian for advice. 
If administering pills is a problem, crush 
them in the liquid from water-packed 
tuna, put it into a feeding syringe and 
slowly squirt the liquid into the corner of 
the pet’s mouth.

LapOfLove.com/Pet_Quality_of_Life_
Scale.pdf helps owners track signs of 

improvements or deterioration that 
require adjustments in life 
management.
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It is better to trust our heart 
and intuition rather than 
thoughts and outward com-
munications while Mercury is 
retrograde from Nov 6 until Nov 
17 when the New Mercury cycle 
begins. Then a new magic enters 
our world and our minds are re-
born fit for the new time. 
 A solar eclipse is Mother 
Nature’s most powerful editing 
tool. When an eclipse occurs 
above, patterns of thought 
and behavior that trouble our 
world may get eclipsed below. 
In addition to eclipsing old 
patterns of being, this solar 

eclipse encodes a new creation 
story. The Nov 13 Total Eclipse of 
the Sun sets the stage for Winter 
Solstice Dec 21 when the world 
is transformed and the world will 
end as we know it. This is not the 
end of the world of course, this is 
the new beginning.

y NOV 1-7 – SPIRITUAL REUNION
Hallowmas / Celtic New Year / 
The Isia
Gather with friends and family to 
renew ancestral power by recalling 
those who have gone before. This 
is the rejoining of the sacred cir-
cle and renewal of the light within 

that will emerge triumphant again 
in the coming Spring rebirth. The 
Isia is a 7 day ritual drama when 
Isis and her 5 companions gather 
the pieces of the slain Osiris and 
restore him to life. 

y NOV 5-8 (exact 7:36 pm 11/6)  
REALIZING DREAMS
3rd Quarter Moon
This Moon cuts away all that dis-
tracts from putting dreams into 
action, Sun trine Jupiter powers our 
dreams. 3rd Quarter Moon inte-
grates new ideas into creative ex-
pression; it’s time to follow our bliss 
and do what feels good in concert 
with the whole.

y NOV 6 (6:04 pm)  
COMPLETION AND CLEARING
Mercury Retrograde
These next 11 days (until 11 am 
Nov 17) are ideal for finishing up 
old business but not for beginning 
new. Old patterns of thinking that 
inhibit soul expression are exposed 
and transmuted as Mercury moves 
retrograde in Scorpio now. Simplify-
ing communications and eliminating 
mental clutter helps open to new 
possibilities coming through. 

y NOVEMBER 7 – HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
Hallowmas / Samhain / Celtic New 
Year
Hallowmas is one of 8 fire festivals 
celebrated at equinoxes, solstices 
and cross-quarter days. These are 
times when change comes more eas-
ily to our inner and outer world. The 
Celts celebrated their New Year on 
Nov 7 when the Sun is at the Au-
tumn cross-quarter. At this time the 
astral veil is thinnest and shadows 
of the past (year and lifetimes) are 
revealed and transformed opening 
way for the future to be. 

y NOV 9-11 – MAKE A WISH! 
Balsamic Moon
Put wishes on the air and bring to mind 
those who need healing. Feeling invokes 
healing, the deeper we feel, the deep-

MOON MAGICMOON MAGIC
Astrological Timing for Success – November 2012

T he world begins anew in 2012 and this is the month every-

thing changes. The pattern of the new creation is revealed 

to us as we look within to discover the unique note we each bring. 

This month we each find our own story line and the nature of this 

new time becomes clear starting with the Celtic New Year Nov 1-7. 

by Steve Nelson
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er we heal and the more Moon magic 
is invoked for the new cycle. Shadows 
before New Moon are transformed 
through deep breathing with atten-
tion to the light of the crown. See the 
wee waning crescent rising with Venus 
(Love!) before the Sun. 

y NOV 12-14  
GOING WITHIN, DISCOVERING
Dark of Moon/Eclipse of the Sun
The day before New Moon until 
Sunset a day after is ideal for inner 
work to release shadows of the past 
and seed the new cycle; outer activ-
ity is favored after the new lunar 
crescent appears. The New Moon 
Solar Eclipse (exact 5:08 pm 11/13) 
is a cosmic spring that flows freely 
as we just slow down. A Solar Eclipse 
is a psychic black hole where we can 
know what is and how to help shape 
what we’re to be.

y NOV 17 (10:47 am)  
THINK AND CREATE ANEW
New Mercury
Mercury crosses between Earth 
and Sun beginning a new 4-month 
cycle of communication, invention 
and commerce. Mind and magic are 
reborn. This Scorpio New Mercury 
brings a special magic to power and 
realize our dreams. We have the 
next three months to bring this new 
magic to Earth.

y NOV 14-18 – A TIME TO SOW 
Crescent New Moon
It’s time to bring forward what we 
wish to be realized. Farmers plant 
seeds when the crescent appears, 

seeds become fertile on every level, 
all new beginnings are favored now. 
Meditation opens doorways, wishes 
take wing, prayers bring blessings for 
this Moon and the New Year to be. 

y NOV 19-22 (exact 9:30 am 
11/20) – TIME TO CHOOSE
1st Quarter Moon
This Moon is like a scythe cutting 
across the sky, it’s a time to cut 
free from the trappings of the 
past and affirm our purpose mov-
ing forward. Sacred to the Druids, 
this Moon phase is pivotal in the 
cycle of creation. Choices made now 
are likely the right ones. Breath-
ing deeply through the light of the 
crown frees energy flow up and down 
to clear shadows and power dreams.

y Nov 25  - THANKSGIVING
Family Gathering, Celebration, 
Gratitude 
Thanksgiving is always celebrated in 
fun-loving Sagittarius on a Thurs-
day, the day of Jupiter (or Thor), 
the ruler of Sagittarius. Jupiter is 
the planet of enjoyment, joviality, 
and good cheer. Enjoy!

y NOV 26-30 – TRANSFORMA-
TION AND LIBERATION
Sun in Sagittarius Full Moon
The Cherokee call this Bounding 
Bush Moon because it brings aware-
ness of the cosmic World Tree, the 
Winter Solstice and Galactic Center 
Dec 21.
 Each Full Moon brings revelation 
and opportunities for healing body, 
mind and soul. The Full Moon is a 
pitcher that pours out a magic elixir 
we raise our cups to receive. Cosmic 
energies flow for 3 days following 
Full Moon (exact 9:46 am Nov 28). 
Revelations come in dreams, chance 
encounters and flashes of inspira-
tion. Stay tuned!

Steve Nelson is a professional 
astrologer who uses Tarot, name 
analysis, and traditional astrology 
to help clients understand personal 
myths and realize natural abilities. 
He can be reached at 704-375-3759, 
www.GaiaAstrology.com or email 
stevenelson@carolina.rr.com.

A solar eclipse is Mother Nature’s most powerful editing 

tool. When an eclipse occurs above, patterns of thought 

and behavior that trouble our world may get eclipsed 

below. In addition to eclipsing old patterns of being, 

this solar eclipse encodes a new creation story.
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Fish oils contain omega-3 fatty acids that are essential for hu-
man health, but the body cannot make them. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consume fish that is rich in omega-3’s (mack-

erel, tuna, salmon, sturgeon, mullet, bluefish, anchovy, sardines, 
herring, and trout) or fish oil supplements in order to experience 
the health benefits associated with these essential fatty acids.  
 DHA and EPA are two types of omega-3 fatty acids. 
DHA is found in high concentrations in the brain and is 
important for infant brain development. As such, young 
children may benefit by taking omega-3 supplements that 
contain more DHA than EPA per serving.  
 Adults, on the other hand, should consume fish oils con-

taining higher amounts of EPA relative to DHA. In fact, to get 
the therapeutic effect from fish oils, adults should consume 
at least 1000mg of EPA a day. More EPA is recommended for 
certain health conditions.

Consuming omega-3 fatty acids on a daily basis can offer 
multiple benefits. Omega-3’s decrease inflammation through-
out the body. Health issues such as arthritis, acne, esophagitis 
(which can lead to heartburn), atherosclerosis, allergies, asthma, 
IBD, and eczema are all inflammatory conditions that can be 
improved by the consumption of fish oils. These fatty acids can 
also be used in place of NSAIDS for conditions associated with 
pain, like premenstrual cramps and lower back pain.

Omega-3’s cause blood vessels to dilate which lowers 
blood pressure. Similarly, they prevent the absorption of cho-
lesterol in the intestines; thus, causing the level of cholesterol 
in the blood to decrease. Fish oils can also lower triglycer-
ides by 20-50% when taken in therapeutic amounts.

Healthy fats, such as omega-3’s, improve dry skin, dry 
eyes, and constipation since they help provide lubrication to 
the body. Also, fish oils prevent blood platelets from sticking 
together and causing excessive clotting. This, in turn, thins the 
blood and helps protect against strokes and heart attacks.

Omega-3 fatty acids can improve brain function and have 
been shown to help people with depression, anxiety, ADHD (im-
prove thinking skills and behavior), bipolar disorder, Alzheimer’s 
disease, and schizophrenia. Consuming fish oils on a daily basis 
leads to the improvement of many other health concerns. Some 
of these include miscarriages, osteoporosis (decrease bone loss 
and increase bone density), prediabetes (decrease blood sugar), 
autoimmune diseases (psoriasis, lupus), and even forms of cancer.

People with a fish or seafood allergy or with bleeding 
disorders, such as hemophilia, should avoid taking fish oil sup-
plements. Flax oil can be a good alternative if this is the case. 
People taking blood thinning medications (aspirin, Coumadin, 
Plavix, for example) should ask their doctor before beginning 
fish oils, as abnormal bleeding and bruising could occur. 

Dr Cherie Minette is a naturopathic physician at Charlotte 
Integrative Health and can be reached at CharlotteIntegra-
tiveHealth.com or 704-414-0380.

Fish Oils 101
The benefits of fatty acids

        by 
    Dr. Cherie    Dr. Cherie
    Minette    Minette

Picture Your Art on Our Covers!
Submit your artwork or photos to Natural Awakenings for the chance to be seen on one of our covers. 
For more information, including a list of monthly themes, submission terms and format requirements, visit: NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/covers

Call For Cover Art & Photography
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
EMF Balancing Technique Presentation -1:30-
3pm. Free. Join Jennifer Vivian to learn about Aura 
Alignments and EMF. Drawing for free private 
session. OUR Place, 19900 S. Main St., Suite 4F, 
Cornelius. Register: 757-613-0692 or auraborea-
lis777@gmail.com, TranspersonalPower.com.

SouthPark Hypnosis Open House - 4-7pm. Free. 
Visit us at our new location. Light refreshments 
provided. Enjoy a free chair massage and enter 
to win a one hour bodywork session. Find out 
everything you always wanted to know about hyp-
nosis. Learn how hypnosis can help you improve 
in areas that you had been struggling with in the 
past. 1515 Mockingbird Ln, Suite 806. info@
southparkhypnosis.com, (704) 550-1201.

Free Alkaline Water Clinic – 6-7pm. Free. Learn 
about great tasting water that aides in losing weight, 
detoxifies, delivers antioxidants, is super hydrat-
ing, boost energy by PH balancing and is rich in 
oxygen. Migun Wellness Center, 9105-B Pineville 
Matthews Rd. 704-540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com 
and Ionways.com/migun.

Missing You This Holiday - 7pm. $15. Join other 
teens in a safe environment for expressing thoughts 
and emotions of losing a loved one, especially during 
the Holidays. Create a remembrance candle. Led by Jes 
McFadden, LPC. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Wind Beneath Your Wings - 8:30am. $55. A day of 
heart-insipired, empowered and nurtered. Presented 
by The Respite and held at Holy Comforter Church. 
TheRespite.org.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Sierra Club RibbonWalk Workday - 9am-
noon. Volunteers needed to help remove invasive 
plants and work on trail maintenance. RibbonWalk.
an 188-acre urban forest, is off Statesville Rd. four 
miles from center city Charlotte. Bring work gloves 
and garden tools. Sierraclub.centpiedchair@gmail.
com, CharlotteSierraClub.org.

Dream Catcher Workshop -10am-noon. $15+ma-
terials fee $5. What does a Dream Catcher symbol-
ize? What legends surround this “Sacred Hoop. An 
enchanting spiritual workshop to make your own per-
sonal catcher. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

Singing Bowl and Chakra Yoga Workshop -
11am-1pm. $30. Join yoga instructor, Yvonne 
Brown, and Jennifer Thompson, Intuitive Sound 
Therapist of Sound Therapy Charlotte, for a fun 
and unique workshop! Experience how the com-
bination of yoga poses and singing bowl sound 
vibrations targeted to each chakra enhance your 
yoga practice. Bring mat. White or light colored 
clothing recommended to enhance experience. NC 

Yoga Studio, 10926 S. Tryon Street. SoundThera-
pyCharlotte.com, SoundTherapyCharlotte@gmail.
com, 704-661-1606.

Meditation Workshop -1-4pm. $35. Explore a 
variety of meditation methods from various tradi-
tions involving the breath, visualization, mantra, 
affirmations, sound and aromatherapy. Find a style 
that suits your personality to bring balance to your 
life. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Reiki Energy Share - 3:15-4:15pm. Also Nov 17. 
$5. Set in motion the practice and/or discovery of 
your healing energy abilities. Whether you’re an 
accomplished Reiki practitioner or curious as to 
what energy work is, this assembly will introduce, 
enhance and reveal the extraordinary aspects of an 
ancient healing art form. Meetup.com/TheNook, 
704-896-3111.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4
From Newtonian to Quantum Logic, The 
Crème de la Crème of Charlotte’s Progressive, 
Intensive Thinkers - 11-12:30pm. $25 For those 
who think way beyond the box. Brainstorming, 
discovering empowerment, finding THE PATH 
think-tank! 704-896-3111, Meetup.com/TheNook.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Support for your Grief - 12pm. $20. Free with 
coupon from website. Educational and support us-
ing The Model of Heart-Centered Grief. Explore 
what aids us all in breaking through, coping, 
getting help and support, looking towards hope. 
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Peace in your relationships and Peace with God 
with Mother Clare Watts - 7:30-9pm. $25. Learn
how to have peace within yourself and peace in 
our relationships. Charlotte Center of Light. 6100 
Monroe Rd, 704-526-8310. CentersofLight.org.  

calendarofevents
All calendar events must be received via email by the 12th of the month and 
adhere to our guidelines. Email calendar@awakeningcharlotte.com for guidelines 
and to submit entries. Or visit awakeningcharlotte.com/calendar to submit 
online. No phone calls or faxes, please.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Find Your Karma, Find Your Joy Part I - 6:30-9pm. 
$20. Liliana Barr. Find joy in your life by discovering 
your Karma. Attain being love and joy.  OUR Place, 
19900 S. Main St., Suite 4F, Cornelius. Register: 980-
202-0945 or Our-Place-in-Cornelius@Meetup.com.
TranspersonalPower.com.

It Works! Body Wrap Party -7-8:30pm. $25. 
Experience for yourself what can happen in 45 
minutes with It Works!-body wraps and health prod-
ucts! Elemental Healing Charlotte. 704-499-4501, 
TheWellBeingAdvocate.com.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Brain Optimization – 9:30-10:30am and 6:30-
7:30pm. Free. Learn how Neurotherapy can help 
with ADD, depression, anxiety, peak performance 
and more. 5200 Park Road Suite 200. Reservations: 
tom@siberimagingnorth.com.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8
The Joy of Creativity by Artist and Photographer 
Catherine Anderson - 11:30am-1:30pm. Catherine 
shares her self-discovery journey from attorney to 
photographer-franchise owner to creativity workshop 
facilitator. At Santorini Restaurant in Cornelius. Reser-
vations required by Nov. 5 to susanjwh@gmail.com or 
704-987-9316. Sponsored by Women Wisdom and Wit.

Find Your Karma, Find Your Joy Part II -1:30-
4 pm. $20. Liliana Barr continues her series on 
Karma and its effect on our joy in life. OUR 
Place, 19900 S. Main St., Suite 4F, Cornelius. 
Register: 980-202-0945 or Our-Place-In Corne-
lius @Meetup.com. TranspersonalPower.com.

Gong Bath - 7pm. $25. Join Grammy nominated 
percussionist, David Macejka, and Intuitive Sound 
Therapist, Jennifer Thompson, for a vibrational gong 
meditation utilizing 10+ unique gongs. The gongs are 
activated gently to release their subtle overtones and har-
monics to achieve a deeply relaxed state of mind. Bring 
yoga mat or meditation cushion. 5200 Park Road Ste 
200-C. SoundTherapyCharlotte.com, 704-661-1606.

“Finding Meaning in the Second Half of Life” 
Book Group -7pm. $15. Reading books and articles 
that inspire discussion on finding meaning in the 
second half of life. Facilitated by Gerontologist, 
Dr. Lyndall Hare. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9
Cranialsacral Therapy Training - 10am-6pm. 
Learn Cranialsacral Basic Elements 1: Rhythm and 
Dural Tube with Sheryl McGavin. Elemental Heal-
ing Charlotte. 603-948-2820, CSTAlliance.com.

Migun “Footbath Friday” – 11am-5pm. Migun 
Wellness Center is offering detoxification foot baths by 
Aqua Chi. Detoxify, heal, energize, boost your immune 
system and balance energy pathways. Mention Natural 
Awakenings and receive $10 off.  9105-B Pineville 
Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

Fear: Why we are afraid and the Path to Fear-
lessness with Mother Clare Watts - 7:30-9pm.
$25 suggested. Learn to fearlessly walk the way 
of freedom from all that has held you from be-
coming yourself. Charlotte Center of Light. 6100 
Monroe Rd, 704-526-8310. CentersofLight.org.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10
Pausing, A Retreat for Midlife Women -10am. $85. 
For women in peri and post-menopause. Get support, 
learn about the wisdom of pausing, going inward, and 
reflect on the sacredness of this life transition. Facili-
tated by Lyndall Hare, Ph.D., Life Transitions and 
Aging Specialist. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Gratitude, a way to change your life with Mother 
Clare Watts - 10-2pm. $35 suggested donation and 
light lunch included. Enrich your understanding of 
how the attitude of gratitude profoundly changes 
your world and your experience of everything in it. 
Charlotte Center of Light. 6100 Monroe Rd, 704-
526-8310. CentersofLight.org. 

Health and Wellness Fair - 11am-3pm. Far infrared 
massage tables, ionic detox footbaths, PEMF therapy, 
neuro-muscular and sport massage, alkaline/ionized 
water, far infrared sauna and more. Free demonstrations 
and discounted services all day. Win valuable products 
and services. Migun Wellness Center, 9105-B Pineville 
Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

Reiki Clinic - 11am-2pm. $20/half hour session. 
Reiki treatments provided by dedicated student 
practitioners in a supervised healing setting. Space 
limited. Details/reservations: 704-996-4079, 
AReikiLife.com, or Nancy@AReikiLife.com.

Beauty With Light with Carol Calvert -12-2pm. 
Complimentary face and neck light facials, teeth whiten-
ing, relaxation. Must pre-register. Lighting Up Charlotte 

Light Room, 5200 Park Road, Suite 108 Register:Light-
ingUpCharlotte.com/event-registrations.php.

Untamed Voices - Meet the Authors & Book Sign-
ing – 10am-noon. Animal Communicator Debbie 
McGillivray and owner of Tigers for Tomorrow 
will be sharing their love of helping the animals to 
have a voice.  At Pet Essentials, 7510-15A Pineville 
Matthews Rd. A portion of the proceeds from every 
sale go back to the animals. UntamedVoices.org.

“Untamed Voices” Book Signing at Tiger World 
-2-4pm. Meet the authors of the book Untamed Voices. 
4400 Cook Road, Rockwell, NC. UntamedVoiced.org.

Free Yoga Class – 2:30pm. A fusion of breathing 
techniques, gentle poses, meditation, massage, and 
aromatherapy for rejuvenation and inner explora-
tion. First time students. All levels, beginners 
welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887.

Bingo -7pm. $10 for 2 cards for 10 games. $20 for 4 
cards for 10 games.  Fun, food and fellowship. Cash 
and gift certificate surprises. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
Open House at A New You Body Works - 10-7pm. 
Come join us! Experience integrative, all natural, holis-
tic body care services and products that help you main-
tain a healthy lifestyle. Offering free oxygen sessions. 
Space is limited so schedule your free session today! 
Serving LKN, Iredell county and surrounding areas. 
Info: 704-902-0997, ANewYouBodyWorks.com.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Overcoming Emotional Stress Naturally - Free. 
Techniques to strengthen or balance your emotional 
system. Includes a hands on approach and demon-
strations. Haas Wellness Center, 3315 Springbank 
Lane, Suite 102. Register by Nov 12 to 704-837-
2420 or HaasWellnessCenter.info.

Holistic Health Network - 6:45pm. Free. Ruth Kent, 
RN, CECP presents: “Self-care Solutions to Releasing 
Trapped Emotions, using The Emotion Code, based on 
the work of Dr. Bradley Nelson, DC. Bobcat Room of 
Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne Lane. Free park-
ing in the Visitor’s Deck. Details: Belle Radenbaugh, 
704-575-1153. NCHolisticNetwork.com.

Natural Support for Adrenal Health - 7pm. $15. 
The adrenal glands, which monitor stress response, can 
hyperfunction and become fatigued, leading to weight 
gain, mood swings, exhaustion, etc. Learn to assess 
and naturally support adrenal function using holistic 
nutrition principles, lifestyle management and targeted 
supplementation. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14
“Welcome Back Wednesday” at Migun Wellness -
For Migun members that have not been to the our Well-
ness Center in a while, come see what’s new and get a 
free far infrared acupressure massage. 9105-B Pineville 
Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

Triple A: Angels, Archangels and Art! -1:30-
4pm. $35. Linda Thunberg & Nami Nesterowicz. 
The purpose & presence of Angels: Meditation 
and Angel art demonstration. OUR Place, 19900 
S. Main St., Suite 4F, Cornelius. Register: Linda@
TranspersonalPower.com or 704-237-3561. 
TranspersonalPower.com, Angelsbynami.com.

Art and Wine -5:30-8pm. Enjoy artistic works by 
Lake Norman artists while sipping some great wines. 
Paintings, felted purses, jewelry and other items 
for purchase. Sponsored by Choplin’s and Women 
Wisdom and Wit. Choplin’s Restaurant, 19700 One 
Norman Blvd. Cornelius. Info: 704-307-8339. 

SoulCollage® for Grief & Hope -7pm. $25. Free 
with coupon from website. Tap into your intuition to 
create a collage, made from magazine images, with 
deep personal meaning that will help you with life’s 
questions and answers. Theme for Nov. is “Letting 
Go.” The Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Soul Widows Support Group - 11am. Free. For 
widows, 60s and younger, who have experienced 
the loss of their spouse or significant other. 4919 
Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy: Exploring Your 
Life between Lives -7-9 pm. $20. Linda Thunberg 
will show us how this “between life” spirit world re-
veals your soul’s journey. Elemental Healing Library, 
5200 Park Rd. Register: Linda@TranspersonalPower.
com or 704-237-3561. TranspersonalPower.com.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Pranic Healing Basic Class- Foundational Healing 
Course - 9am-5pm. Learn basics of this global state of 
the art complimentary health modality for the expert 
and novice. CEUs for LMTs, nurses, acupuncture phy-

2 Day Life Coach 
Certification

Learn the tools, skills and strategies to 
build a profitable coaching practice.

November 10-11th
CertifiedCoachesFederation.com

866-455-2155 or 704-464-6370

markyourcalendar
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sicians, and social workers. Meetup.com/Pranic-Heal-
ing-Charlotte. Register: PranicHealingAndWellness.
com, pranichealingsouth@gmail.com, 276-237-3262.   

Discover the Divine Feminine in You – 9:30am-
3:30pm. Love offering. 9:30-12:30 - Janice Maleyeff, 
CSA, CCH, RMT uses symbols, color, affirmations 
and archetypes of the sacred Goddess. 1:15-3:30 – Cre-
ate a vision board. Facilitated by Dr. Jane Fitch. 401 E. 
Arrowood Road 704-523-0062. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

The Power Of Light with Wes Burwell - 10am-5pm. 
Complimentary. Experience how light does the body 
good and the science behind the technology. Marriott 
Executive Park, 5700 Westpark Drive. Pre-regis-
ter: LightingUpCharlotte.com/event-registrations.php. 

Reiki Clinic - 11am-2pm. $20/half hour session. Reiki 
treatments provided by dedicated student practitioners in 
a supervised healing setting. Space limited. Details/res-
ervations: 704-996-4079, AReikiLife.com, or Nancy@
AReikiLife.com.

The Council of the Hathors & Venusians -12-6pm. 
Elevate your frequency & consciousness evolution 
with this unique event! OUR Place, 19900 S. Main St., 
Suite 4F, Cornelius. Pre-register: CouncilsOfLight.com. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Elemental Healing Charlotte Fall Open House 
- 1-8pm. Free classes and demonstrations. Net-
working, refreshments, holiday gifts, tours and 
more! Elemental Healing Charlotte, 980-406-8126, 
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com.

Native American Flutes, Drumming & Meditation 
with Charlene Hoover- 4-8pm.  Love offering. For 
adults and children, learn flute playing then drum and 
meditate Native American style. Lighting Up Charlotte 
Light Room, 5200 Park Road, Suite 108. RPre-regis-
ter: LightingUpCharlotte.com/event-registrations.php.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Holding the Paradox of Grief & Joy - 8:30pm. Free 
Webinar. Grief expert Mandy Eppley discusseshow 
important it is to bring paradox to our grief journey. On-
line via The Respite’s Facebook page, TheRespite.org.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Pathways to Meditation & Like Minds Group 
-6-7 & 7-9. $5. Free hour of meditation, then 
stay to share thoughts, beliefs, and dreams! 
OUR Place, 19900 S. Main St., Suite 4F, Cor-
nelius. Register: Linda@TranspersonalPower.
com or 704-237-3561. TranspersonalPower.com.

Family Wellness 101- 7pm. $27. Certified Holis-
tic Nutrition Consultant Catherine Atwood offers 
natural nutrition and herbal support recommenda-
tions, reflexology techniques, and homeopathic 
remedies to keep you and your family thriving 
this fall/winter. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting-
-7pm. Free. Discussing a variety of environmental 
topics. Pizza served at 6:30. RSVP at sierraclub.cent-
piedchair@gmail.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23
Migun “Sauna Saturday” – 11am-5pm. Enchance 
cardiovascular health,  relieve pain & stress, lose 
weight, detoxify, improve your skin and simply relax 
in Migun’s Far Infrared Sauna. Call for appointment, 
mention Natural Awakenings and receive $10 off. 
Migun Wellness Center, 9105-B Pineville Matthews 
Rd. 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25
Wisdom of the Ancient Ones - 7-9 pm. Love Of-
fering, min $10. Linda Thunberg & Aziza Gayle. 
Develop spiritual intuition, communication with 
spirits, and reclaim your personal power. OUR Place, 
19900 S. Main St., Suite 4F, Cornelius. Register: Our-
Place-In Cornelius @ Meetup.com or 704-237-3561. 
TranspersonalPower.com.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27
Full Moon Shamanic Journey - 7pm. $20. Move into 
a special level of consciousness to work with intuitive 
and spiritual guidance. Journeyscan be used for healing, 
obtaining informationand working through personal is-
sues. Live hypnotic drumming promotes relaxation and 
awareness. No exp necessary. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Empowered Women with Like Consciousness! -7-
9pm. $10.Linda Thunberg & Nancy Petrozelli. Women 
can do, explore or learn anything together! Meditation 
and discussion. Elemental Healing, 5200 Park Rd. 
Suite 200. Register: Linda@TranspersonalPower.com
or 704-237-3561. TranspersonalPower.com.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
Brain Optimization - 9:30-10:30am and 6:30-
7:30pm. Free. Learn how Neurotherapy can help 
with ADD, depression, anxiety, peak performance 
and more. 5200 Park Road Suite 200. Reservations: 
tom@siberimagingnorth.com.

Radiating Peace Workshop -7-9pm. $30. Create 
peace for you and your relationships. Heal imbalances, 
increase mental perceptiveness, transform fears using 
electro-magnetic energy of both mind and heart. 401 E. 
Arrowood Road 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Native American Studies – Medicine Pouches
-6:30-7:45pm. $15. Why is a Medicine Bag called 
the “Sacred Bundle”? Join us to learn the ancient se-
crets of how this bag can be of spiritual significance 
to you and how to make your own personal “sacred 
bundle.” 704-896-3111. Meetup.com/TheNook.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29
Qigong for the Autumn Season - 7pm. Do you suffer 
from frequent respiratory illnesses and digestive slug-
gishness that is common at this time of year? Learn 
Qigong exercises to boost resistance to viruses, increase 
lung capacity and promote digestive well-being. Regis-
ter: HarmonyYogaNC.com or Elixir Qigong Instructor, 
Marie Theriault at vtheriault@windstream.net.

Self-Care During the 1st Year of Grief -7pm. 
Free. Grief Massage Therapist Aimee Joy Tay-
lor discusses how grief affects us physically and a 
self-care theme. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

    SouthParkHypnosis.com

Discover the Power of 
Hypnosis & Hypnotherapy

Stress | Anxiety | Fears | Self-Esteem
Weight Loss | Pediatric Hypnosis

Verena Martin 
Founder, Consulting Hypnotist

RELAX, RELEASE LIMITATIONS, AFFIRM YOURSELF - CHANGE!

Call for your 
FREE 20 

min phone 
consultation!
704.550.1201

Triple A: Angels, Archangels and Art! - 7-9:30pm. 
$35. Linda Thunberg & Nami Nesterowicz. The 
purpose & presence of angels. Meditation and angel 
art demonstration. Elemental Healing Library, 5200 
Park Rd. Register: Linda@TranspersonalPower.
com or 704-237-356. TranspersonalPower.com, 
Angelsbynami.com.

Regeneration of the Light with Father Peter 
Bowes - 7:30-9pm. $25 suggested. Come and 
experience the reality of the Chirst Light/Cosmic 
Consciousness. Charlotte Center of Light. 6100 
Monroe Rd, 704-526-8310. CentersofLight.org. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30
Second Wave Surge - 7-8:30pm. Free; love offer-
ing requested. A dynamic spiritual service where 
the love of the Divine meets the passion for justice.
Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-
0062,  UnityOfCharlotte.org/events.
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ongoingevents

SATURDAY, DEC 1
Vibe Tribe Sacred Sound Healing - 3pm. $15. 
Release stress and shift consciousness and with a 
night of blissful vibrational healing and spirited 
kirtan. Move into a space of healing with magical 
mantras and the harmonious sounds of Tibetan 
bowls, tuning forks, crystal bowls and primal 
percussion. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

THURSDAY, DEC 6
Missing You This Holiday - 7pm. $15. Join other 
teens in a safe environment for expressing thoughts 
and emotions of losing a loved one, especially dur-
ing the Holidays. Create a remembrance candle. 
Led by Jes McFadden, LPC. 4919 Monroe Rd, 
TheRespite.org.

TUESDAY, DEC 9
Food, Fun & Fortunes! Psychic Fair! - 2-7pm.
Psychic readings, Aura readings, Psychic Angel 
Art readings, metaphysical gifts & more. Just baked 
cupcakes & coffee house. 19901 South Main St, 
Cornelius. 704-237-3561, Linda@Transpersonal-
Power.com, TranspersonalPower.com.

MONDAY, DEC 10
Hope for the Holidays - 7pm. Free. Poetry, read-
ings & songs to acknowledge losses and grief as we 
celebrate the hope and inspiration around us. 4919 
Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

FEBRUARY 8, 2013
Harmony Yoga 200 Hour Teacher Training 
– 200 hour yoga teacher training certification 
course begins. This holistic, therapeutic style 
of yoga is designed for most bodies and skill 
levels. Gentle yet powerful postures combined 
with the nourishing, contemplative aspects of 
yoga offer an inner and outer transformational
experience that will expand your personal prac-
ticeor allow you to teach to a wide audience of 
students. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

   plan ahead

Reach Thousands
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sunday
Charlotte Community of Mindfulness - 8:30-
9:40am. Practicing in the tradition of Thich Nhat 
Hanh. Sitting and walking meditation, reading, 
dharma sharing. Room 27 of the Education Building 
at Myers Park Baptist Church, 1931 Selwyn Avenue. 
CharlotteMindfulness.org.

The Spiritual Gathering of Charlotte - 10:30am. 
“Many paths, one destination.” Non-denomination-
al, open-minded fellowship meets every Sunday at 
820 East Blvd. in Dilworth. Discussions, prayer, 
healing and conscious company. Info: 704-563-2941 
or 704-302-7874.

Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte Sunday 
Service -10:30am. A welcoming, loving and high 
energy service that embraces all people and all 
walks of life. We believe that God is bigger than 
any religion that tries to explain it, including our 
own. We teach the Science of Mind philosophy 
which recognizes the loving and creative nature of 
God in everything and everyone. Actor’s Theatre of 
Charlotte, 650 E. Stonewall St. SLCCharlotte.com.

Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 
- 10:30am. Unity is a Spirit filled, Spirit Led Com-
munity that inspires spiritual living in an awaken-
ing world. We are a progressive, open minded and 
diverse community and we welcome you to join 
us. Childcare and youth education are provided 
during Sunday service. Unity of Charlotte is af-
filiated with Unity Worldwide Ministries. Unity of 
Charlotte, 401 East Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. 
UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living 
(CSIL) Spiritual Gathering - Every 4th Sunday, 
2pm. CSIL is a Spirit-driven community that 
honors the many gifts and talents of those that are 
consciously aware of their journey as co-creators 
with Source. We extend a warm welcome to all, 
irrespective of faith or philosophical perspective. 
CSILOnline.org or 704-909-6033. 

Charlotte Comedy Theater Family Show - 5pm. 
Kids and Seniors $5, adults $10. Family Friendly, PG 
rated, interactive improv shows for the entire fami-
ly. NC Music Factory. CharlotteComedyTheater.com.

Free Community Yoga Class - 5-6pm. Community 
Yoga in Cornelius offers a free, gentle style class the 
first Sunday of each month. 20823 North Main Street 
(HWY 115), Suite 117, (Come in the side entrance) 
CommunityYoga.com.

Yoga for Caregivers - 5:45-6:45pm. $15. For 
those who care for others and find it difficult to 
make time to care for themselves. The Tree - A 

Therapeutic Yoga Studio, 209 Delburg Street, Suite 
107. Davidson. TheTreeYogaStudio.com.

Awakenings: The Charlotte Progressive Chris-
tian Meet-up - 5:45 pm, 2nd and 4th Sundays. 
Creative community devotion, dinner, and discus-
sion. Worship in the style of Taize followed by great 
food and conversation. Currently exploring the Eight 
Points of Progressive Christianity. St. Andrew’s 
Episcopal, 3601 Central Ave. Info: 704-560-2441 
or AwakenOnline.info.

Tai Chi, Yoga, Kungfu and Meditation Classes
- Cultural center open 7 days a week. The Peace-
ful Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek Road (Hwy. 
160), Charlotte. 704-504-8866. ThePeaceful-
Dragon.com.

monday
Food Addicts in Recovery Anonymous – Are 
you having trouble controlling the way you eat? 
FA is a free twelve step recovery program for 
anyone suffering from food obsession, overeat-
ing, under-eating and bulimia. Details/week-
ly meetings: 704-348-1569 or FoodAddicts.org.

Tai Chi Classes - Details: 704-996-1470, Cw-
becker22@gmail.com. WaxhawYoga.com.

Morning Meditation - 9-10am. Free - Bringing like 
minds and hearts together, this period of stillness 
may be just what you need to start each week with 
a happy sigh. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing tech-
niques, gentle poses, meditation, massage, and 
aromatherapy for rejuvenation and inner explo-
ration. All levels, beginners welcome. Harmony 
Yoga in South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com
or 704-277-3887.

Deep Stretch Yoga - 5:45pm. Wring out the ten-
sion of the day with yoga designed to make you 
peacefully relax into the present moment. Flexibility 
not a prerequisite. Breathe your way into bliss. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. 704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Conversations about Conscious Elderhood-
6:30pm. $150/6 class series. Concepts and 
practices on the journey into Spiritual Eldering. 
Embracing the grief of leaving behind who you’ve 
been and embrace the hope and possibility for 
the next phase of your life. Facilitated by Ger-
ontologist, Dr. Lyndall Hare. 4919 Monroe Rd, 
TheRespite.org.
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with vitamins, minerals, enzymes and helps to 
alkalize our bodies. Earthfare Community Room, 
12235 N Community House Rd. Facebook group: 
RawFoodCharlotte.

Charlotte Epilepsy Support Group - 7-8:30pm. 
3rd Tuesday. Educational speakers, Q/A, and sup-
port. Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne LN., 
in the Bob Cat Room. Info: EpilepsyCharlotte.org, 
704-376-3158, CharNCEpilepsySupport@att.net.

Meditation and Christian Mysticism - 7:30-9pm. 
Free. This six-week introductory course for modern 
day mystics. Classes include teachings on the Inner 
Spiritual Path, Meditation, Soul, Light, Prayer and 
Blessing. Charlotte Center of Light. 6100 Monroe 
Rd, 704-526-8310, CentersOfLight.org.

wednesday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors - Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Mecklenburg County Market - 7am-6pm. The 
oldest farmer’s market in NC! Local and organic 
product, baked goods, flowers and a slice of history. 
Featuring Dale McLaughlin produce and Beverly’s 
Gourmet Foods.1515 Harding Place, Dilworth. 
Behind Carolinas Medical. 704-533-0073. Meck-
lenburgCountyMarket.com.

Beginners Chen Tai Chi for Fitness and Self-
defense- 6:30-8pm. Tai Chi is a fitness and internal 
martial arts practice that at the same time exercises 
the body, internal energy and mind. Learn the 74 
movement form of the original style of Tai Chi, the 
“perfect exercise” for improving fitness, promoting 
health, reducing stress, developing self-defense 
skills, increasing vitality and achieving mind and 
body wellness. 14136 Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-
8088, ElixirQigong.com.

The Sacred Activists Second Wave Spiritual-
ity Group – 7pm. 2nd and 4th Mondays. There 
is a great spiritual reformation sweeping across 
our land that is calling us to come together in 
our love for God and our passion for justice and 
work together for solidarity, equanimity, inclu-
sive, human and animal rights and to take care of 
planet earth. 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062, 
UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Oneness Blessing -7pm. Love offering. 1st and 
3rd Mondays. A non-denominational experience 
that transfers physical energy, awakening our con-
nection with the oneness in everything, allowing 
each of us to deepen our relationship with those we 
love, with ourselves ,with strangers and our creator. 
Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-
0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Weekly Insight (Vipassana) Meditation – 
7:30-8:30pm. Donation. Brief talk, followed 
by 30-minute meditation session, and then 
discussion period. Appropriate for all levels of 
experience. Yoga for Life, 1410 W. Morehead 
St. 704-995-4860.

tuesday
Atherton Market - 9am-7pm. A lively mix of 
retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. From 
fresh meats and vegetables to unique art and jewelry, 
the market offers a fantastic shopping experience. 
Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont Avenue in 
Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

Gentle Yoga - 9:30-11am. Gentle, basic move-
ments for those with physical limitations, injuries, 
illness or new to yoga. Guidance on poses that will 
be adapted to your body, breathing techniques and 
meditations that offer stress reduction and relax-
ation. HarmonyYogaNC.com. 704-277-3887.

When Memories Fade -1:30pm-$15. For  those 
caring for, or who have lost, a loved one to Al-
zheimer’s (or other forms of dementia). Share grief 
and treasured memories. Exhale, be nurtured, and 
take a moment for you. Facilitated by Gerontologist, 
Dr. Lyndall Hare. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Health Qigong for the Fall Season - 6:30-8pm. Learn 
specific qigong exercises for keeping healthy. In this ten 
week class we will teach how to strengthen the lungs, 
large intestine, and immune system, including Taoist 
Treasures, the highly esteemed reeling-silk, the animal 
frolics, and the healing breath and sound. 14136 Lan-
caster Hwy. 704-542-8088, ElixirQigong.com.

Raw Food Charlotte - 6:30pm. Free. Meets fourth 
Tuesday of each month. Raw living food is packed 
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Beginners Eighteen Movement Chen Tai Chi 
Form - 8:30 – 9:45am. Feel the energy and flowing 
movements of Chen Tai Chi. In this ten-week class 
you will learn the ten principles for effective Tai Chi 
practice, the basic Tai Chi stances, and the founda-
tion 18 movements Tai Chi form. 14236 Lancaster 
Hwy. 704-542-8088, ElixirQigong.com.

Atherton Market - 9am-2pm.Wed-Sat. A lively 
mix of retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. 
From fresh meats and vegetables to unique art and 
jewelry, the market offers a fantastic shopping ex-
perience. Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont 
Avenue in Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing tech-
niques, gentle poses, aromatherapy, meditation, 
and massage for rejuvenation and exploration. All 
levels, beginners welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.com
or 704-277-3887. 

Yoga for Cancer Survivors - 11:30am-12:30pm. 
Drop-in classes available at Presbyterian Cancer 
Rehab & Wellness for anyone diagnosed with 
cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Jungian Astrology, A Serious Study of The 
Planets and You! / Esoteric Philosophy - 1:30 – 
2:45pm/6:30 - 7:45pm. $15. A 12 week program in-
troducing you to the language of archetypal symbols 
of the Astrological Planets. For the serious Astrology 
student. 704.896.3111, Meetup.com/TheNook.

Yoga Fusion - 5:30pm. Breathing techniques, 
gentle hatha yoga poses, aromatherapy, massage and 
meditation to peacefully bring you into the present 
moment. All levels, beginners welcome. 704-277-
3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Spiritual Book Study - 6:30pm. Engage in thought-
provoking and spiritually uplifting discussions. 
CSILOnline.org or 704-909-6033.

Weight Watchers Meeting - 6:30 pm. 1st Meet-
ing Free. Lose ½-2 lbs. weekly by tracking food, 
increasing activity and making good choices - no 
drugs, special foods, supplements or surgery. 20619 
Torrence Chapel Road, (near Steinmart/Fresh Market) 
Cornelius. Other meetings at WeightWatchers.com.

Insight Meditation Community of Charlotte - 7:00 
Beginners Instructions; 7:30 Silent Meditation; 8:00 
Talk followed by a discussion and lovingkindness 
meditation. All levels welcomed. Donation. 200 
North Sharon Amity Road. InsightMeditationChar-
lotte.org, 704-544-0003. 

Sleep Deep Yoga - 7pm. Decompress and get 
over the hump with breathing techniques, gentle 
hatha yoga postures, aromatherapy, massage 
and meditation for deep relaxation and a good 
night’s sleep. All levels, beginners welcome. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887. 

thursday
Mecklenburg County Market - 9am-6pm. The 
Oldest farmer’s market in NC! Local and organic 
product, baked goods, flowers and a slice of history. 
Featuring Dale McLaughlin produce and Beverly’s 
Gourmet Foods. 1515 Harding Place, Dilworth. 

Behind Carolinas Medical. 704-533-0073. Meck-
lenburgCountyMarket.com.

A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Free will offer-
ing. A transformative ongoing study group open 
to all. Where philosophy, psychology, and religion 
end, A Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Energy Medicine Thursdays - 10:30am-1 pm. 
Discover energy medicine and learn techniques to 
help you feel better, lose weight and stay healthy.
Elemental Healing Charlotte. 704-776-8092, 
EnergyTherapyForYou.com.

Migun “Korean War Veterans Day” - 11am-8pm. 
Get a 30 minute therapeutic far infrared acupressure 
massage at Migun Wellness Center for a voluntary 
donation with all proceeds going to The Korean War 
Veterans Association in memory of James Anthony 
McKay, Sr. “Chief.” 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 
704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

Psychic Development - 11am-12:30pm and 6:30 
-8pm. $15. Learn and grow the intuitive side of 
yourself. Explore and expand the depth of your own 
intuitive skills and gifts. The journey continues. 
Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Green Drinks Charlotte - 5:30pm. 2nd Thursdays. 
Free. Where Charlotte’s environmentally minded 
individuals, businesses and non-profits meet to net-
work and make a difference in the world. Brewery 
Tour. Check website.  GreenDrinks.org/NC/Charlotte.

Lake Norman Green Drinks -5:30-7pm. 4th 
Thursdays. An organic, self-organizing network for 
those interested in renewable energy, green and clean 
tech or the environmental field. Campania Café, 416 
South Main Street (South Main Square) in Davidson. 
RSVP: 704-896-0094 or krose@roseassociates.com.

Concord Green Drinks - 5:30pm. 3nd Thursdays. 
A platform that drives networking, conversation and 
education in Cabarrus County. If you are focused 
on sustainability or being environmentally friendly, 
then this is the place for you.  Embassy Suites 
(Rocky River Grille Botanic Room #2) 5400 John 
Q. Hammons Blvd. GreenDrinks.org/NC/Concord.

Charlotte Community of Mindfulness - 6-7pm. 
Practicing in the tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh. 
Sitting and walking meditation, reading and dis-
cussion. Room 27 of the Education Building at 
Myers Park Baptist Church, 1931 Selwyn Avenue. 
CharlotteMindfulness.org.

Chen Tai Chi Hun Yuan 24 Movement Form- 6:30-
8pm. Learn the 24-movement form of the Hun Yuan 
Chen Tai Chi system as imparted by Grandmaster Feng 
Zhiqiang directly to Master Zhang Xue Xin and then 
to Lao Shi, Dr. Camilo Sanchez. ‘Hun Yuan’ refers to 
the source of life energy in the universe. Through the 
practice of this flowing and spiraling form of Tai Chi 
we can cultivate and return to the original state of qi in 
the body. 704-542-8088, ElixirQigong.com.

Charlotte Area CFS/ME and FMS Support 
Group - 7pm. 3rd Thursday. Sharon Presbyterina 
Church, 5201 Sharon Rd. Info: Kebbiei Cannon 
@ 704-843-1193, kebbie1@windstream.net or 
CharlotteCFS.org.

COMING NEXT MONTH
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Pranic Healing Meditation and Healing Night -
7-9pm. Nov 8, 15, 29. Donations. Experience the 
benefits of Pranic Healing and Twin Hearts medita-
tion for yourself. Elemental Healing, 5200 Park Road 
Building 1, second floor. BijaTree.com, bijatree@
gmail.com, Meetup.com/Pranic-Healing-Charlotte.

Reiki Healing Group - 7pm. Love offering. A 
hands-on healing method that promotes deep re-
laxation, pain and stress reduction and jump-starts 
healing. All welcome. 401 East Arrowood Road. 
UnityOfCharlotte.org or 704-523-0062.

Natural Blendz Juicing Demonstration - 7:30-
8:30pm. Every 3rd Thursday of the month stop by 
for our free juicing demonstration to get juicing tips, 
taste tasting and questions and answers forum.  Find 
out how you can rent a juicer for only $5 a day. 10020 
Monroe Road. NaturalBlendz.com, 704-708-4997.

friday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors - Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Mecklenburg County Market - 9am-6pm. The 
Oldest farmer’s market in NC! Local and or-
ganic product, baked goods, flowers and a slice 
of history. 1515 Harding Place, Dilworth. Behind 
Carolinas Medical. 704-533-0073. Mecklenburg-
CountyMarket.com.
Body & Soul Yoga - 10am. Breathing techniques, 

gentle hatha yoga poses and meditation to nurture and 
restore you. Beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga. 704-
277-3887. South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Yoga for Cancer Survivors - 10:30-11:30pm. Drop-
in classes available at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab 
& Wellness for anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 
Baldwin Ave., Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

NoDa Gallery Crawls - 6pm. 1st and 3rd Fri. 
Experience the sights and sounds of Historic 
North Charlotte’s Art District. Great music mixed 
with extended gallery and retail hours. Noda.org.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Metaphysics at the Movies - Every 2nd Friday, 6:30 
p.m. Free. Bring a friend. Refreshments available 
for purchase. CSILOnline.org or 704-909-6033.

saturday
Mecklenburg County Market - 7am-3pm. The Old-
est farmer’s market in NC! Local and organic product, 
baked goods, flowers and a slice of history. 1515 
Harding Place, Dilworth. Behind Carolinas Medical. 
704-533-0073. MecklenburgCountyMarket.com.

Yoga Bliss - 8:30 and10:15am. Relax into the week-
end with a fusion of breathing techniques, gentle 
poses, meditation. A deep guided relaxation for 
rejuvenation. All levels, beginners welcome. Har-
mony Yoga in South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.
com or 704-277-3887.
Atherton Market - 9am-2pm. A lively mix of 

retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. 
From fresh meats and vegetables to unique art 
and jewelry, the market offers a fantastic shop-
ping experience. Corner of South Boulevard and 
Tremont Avenue in Historic South End (2104 
South Blvd).

Psychic Counseling Readings - 10am-1pm. Let 
Jennifer Thompson, the Psychic Counselor, give you 
details on how to break patterns that block you from 
having health relationships, understanding the needs 
of your loved ones, how to best support them, and 
much more. Readings also cover Life Path decisions 
as well as support with major life challenges. The 
Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. Ste 200. Schedule: 
704-661-1606, SoundTherapyCharlotte@gmail.
com, SoundTherapyCharlotte.com.

Spirit Guide Readings - 10am-1pm. Jennifer 
Thompson can give you details on who your 
spirit guides are, their appearance, their personal-
ity traits, what they are here to teach you and how 
to better communicate with them. The Bag Lady, 
1710 Kenilworth Ave. Ste 200. Schedule: 704-
661-1606, SoundTherapyCharlotte@gmail.com, 
SoundTherapyCharlotte.com.

Energy Healers Group for Ascension & Ad-
venture - 11am. Free or love offering. Members 
share their Love and Light to raise vibrations 
for ourselves and Gaia. Meetings and trips to 
be announced. 704-240-8053, Energies4Health.
weebly.com.

Charlotte Friends of Jung

FREE FILM: 
LIGHT IN TIMES OF DARKNESS

January 25, 2013

Info: 704-910-7520
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ACUPUNCTURE

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD 
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202,  
Charlotte, (704) 540-6900 
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese 
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style 
needle skills and alternative 
health services to provide the 
highest standard of health 
enhancement. See ad page 17.

ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER/
TAO HEALING ARTS 
Camilo Sanchez, OMD, L. Ac, MQG 
(704) 542-8088, ElixirQigong.com

With 23 years of clinical and 
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  i n 
acupunc tu re  and  Ch inese 
medicine, Dr.  Camilo’s expertise 
is to identify the root cause of 
your health concerns. Specializing 
in the treatment of pain conditions, 
women’s  heal th ,  digest ive 

disorders, sports injuries, stress and chronic 
diseases. See ad page 43.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE & 
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac 
(704) 968-0351 
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

Acupunc ture  & herba l 
experts and professors from 
China with 30 years clinical 
experience now serving Rock 
Hill, South Carolina and 
Charlotte.

BIOFEEDBACK

HEALTHY HOME MARKET STORES 
Joy Fanning & Maeya Carr 
(704) 927-8544 
jfanning@healthyhomemkt.com

Computerized Natural    
Health Consultations with 
the EPFX/SCIO Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Well-
ness education, supplement 
purchasing guidelines, 
stress reduction, pain man-
agement. See our video at 

HealthyHomeMkt.com. See ad back cover.

BIOFEEDBACK

BRAIN OPTIMIZATION
Using EEG Biofeedback 
Tom Milton, 704-650-9757  
5200 Park Road, Suite 200
Tom@SiberImagingNorth.com

EEG Biofeedback, also known as Neurotherapy, 
is therapy for ADD, Anxiety, Depression, PTSD, 
Sleep, Migraines, Peak Performance and more. 
Contact Tom to learn more or to attend a free 
informational seminar.

CLEANING

MAID PURE
Serving the entire Charlotte Area
(704) 999-1947
MaidPure.com

O r g a n i c  c l e a n i n g 
company with a twist. 
Transforming homes 
into your own personal 
sanctuary. Turn-down 
bed service, essential 
oils  and homemade 

treats . . . luxury awaits! See ad page 9.

COLONICS

CHARLOTTE COLON 
HYDROTHERAPY
Paul & Catherine Simard 
942 W Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208 
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com 
(704) 858-4802

Get Healthy with Colonics! Begin 
your journey to wellness in a safe, 
clean and professional environment.
Since 1994. Certified and member 
of I-ACT. Uptown Charlotte.

F5 COLON HYDROTHERAPY
Kristen Lockhart
8708 Arbor Creek Drive
Charlotte, NC 28269
f5colonhydrotherapy.com
(704) 947-8877

When you relax, you release! If 
you eat drink and breathe, you 
are processing toxins. Come 
e x p e r i e n c e  r e h y d r a t i o n , 
relaxation and the best colon 
cleanse at F5 colon hydrotherapy. 

COUNSELORS

BELINDA HAVERDILL, M.A., L.P.C.
7810 Pineville-Matthews Rd. Suite 6
(704) 540-2855
bh@belindahaverdill.com
BelilndaHaverdill.com

Promoting a holistic approach in 
exploring opportunities to deal 
with life’s struggles which go 
beyond focusing on symptoms. 
Belinda’s approach is empower-
ing, compassionate and life 
changing. See ad page 21.

DANCE/EMPOWERMENT

AFV EXOTIC ARTS, LLC
1709-E, Central Ave.
(704) 770-7376
AFVExoticArts.com

Empowerment. Bring heels! 
Exotic Dance Classes and Parites 
in Plaza Midwood. (Poles, 
Chairs and Props provided). All 
tailored and confidential for you, 
my Dear! Appointment only. 
Call Annie!

 

DETOXIFICATION

DETOX YOU
Aleesha K. Ashlie
(704) 995-5337
aashlie@windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com 

Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell 
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted 
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies, 
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad page 43.

EARTH MEDICINE 
PRACTITIONER

ROBBIE WARREN, 
OTTER WOMAN STANDING
Otter Dance Earth Medicine 
(704) 904-4953, OtterDance.com

Robbie has been blessed with the 
unique insight and connection to the 
Spirit World. She is dedicated to the 
spiritual path of Earth Medicine and 
nature. Through ceremony, readings, 
and healings Robbie can help you 
to break old patterns and gain new 
perspective on receiving a fuller life. 

See ad page 29.

communitycommunityresourceguideguide
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in 
our community. To find out how you can be included in the Community 
Resource Guide email ads@awakeningcharlotte.com.
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GLUTEN-FREE

BEVERLY’S GOURMET FOODS
Atherton Mill Market
Mecklenburg County Market
(704) 533-0073
BeverlysGourmetFoods.com

Delicious, healthy, prepared foods 
featuring Vegetarian, Vegan and 
Gluten-Free entrees. No processed 
foods or artificial anything; only 
whole foods! Offering: soups/
salads, tofu entrees, lasagnas, 
vegan burgers, casseroles & chilis 

and more. Our menu changes weekly, see website for 
updates and call to place an order! See ad page 13.

HOMEOPATHY

CAROLINAS NATURAL  
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell RoadMatthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Anxiety, Depression, ADHD, 
Digestive Disorders. Charlotte’s 
only doctors specializing in 
homeopathy. We focus on treating 
YOU to uncover the cause of your 
health condition and empower 
you to better health! Call for your 

free consultation. See ad pg 11, 21.

HYPNOTHERAPY

SOUTHPARK HYPNOSIS
Verena Martin, CCHT
1515 Mockingbird Lane, #806 
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 550-1201
SouthParkHypnosis.com

Helping adults and children 
(7 and up) stop the negative 
self-talk, release the self-sabo-
tage and reach their goals. 
Hypnosis for anxiety and stress 
relief, anger, weight loss, fears, 
self-esteem, etc. See ad pg 39. 

TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M. Thunberg, MHt 
Our Place 19900 S. Main St, Cornelius 
Elemental Healing - 5200 Park Rd.,  
TranspersonalPower.com
(704) 237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
allows you to go beyond the
ego, bringing Spirit into your
therapeutic session. Group or
individual sessions are available 
with Linda Thunberg, Certified 
Master Transpersonal
Hypnotherapist. Weight Loss, 

Stress, Relationship Issues, Self Esteem, Self Image, 
Soul Advancement, Regressions, Life Progressions.
See ad page 3.

FINANCIAL

WADDELL & REED, INC. 
Gregory S. Latini, Financial Advisor
5950 Fairview Road, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28210
(704) 553-7220 Ext. 130
glatini@wradvisors.com
greglatini.wrfa.com
 

Helping families and business 
owners create financial balance 
by assisting in the accumulation 
and protection of their wealth 
through holistic and comprehen-
sive financial planning. See ad 
page 18.

FITNESS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Ta k e  c o n t r o l  o f  y o u r 
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up through senior 
citizens.See ad inside front cover.

GIFT SHOPS

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393
Angelfire.com/nc3/freespiritgiftshop/

Come in to experi-
ence all the peace 
and joy a spiritual 
shop can offer. We 
offer a wide variety 
of items for your 
enjoyment. Now 
offering Meditative 

Drumming Journeys and Pendulum Tarot 
Reading. See ad page 19.

GIFT SHOPS

MAMA BESSIE’S PLACE
3010 Monroe Road, Shop 104
Charlotte
(704) 632-9911
MamaBessiesPlace.com

We offer spiritual 
readings by 
appointment and a 
diverse array of 
supplies, gifts and 
books representing a 
variety of religious 

and spiritual beliefs and practices. See ad pg 14.

INTEGRATIVE  
PSYCHOTHERAPIST

SUNYATA INTEGRATIVE HEALTH
& RETREAT CENTER
Leslie Kay Maitri, M.Ed., LPC, C.H.T.
Psychotherapy and Spiritual Direction
SunyataIntegrativeHealth.com
(704) 458-5561

My intention is to support 
you on your journey towards 
optimum integrated health; 
mind, body and spirit.  I believe 
the real “Healer” is found 
within.

 

INTUITIVE READINGS

THE SOURCE WITHIN YOU
Rev. Julie E. Bradshaw
(803) 800-9211
TheSourceWithinYou.com

Julie offers intuitive life readings, 
Akashic Record Readings and 
angel and spirit guide Readings. 
She is a Reiki Master and Certified 
Hypnotherapist who is also 
certified in Psych-K and NLP. She 
is available by phone or email.

MARTIAL ARTS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a 
week. Take control of your 
fi tness,  s t ress  reduct ion, 
healing and self-defense. 
Programs for kids aged 3 and 

up, through senior citizens. See ad inside
front cover.

MEDITATION

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
Located in South Charlotte 
(704) 277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Enhance your well being by 
finding that inner stillness where 
neutrality lies. Learn a variety of 
relaxation and meditation 
techniques that will calm your 
busy mind and bring you into the 
present moment. See ad pg 23. 
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MIDWIVES

CAROLINA COMMUNITY 
MATERNITY CENTER
Licensed Midwives: Lisa Johnson,
Christine Strothers, Leigh Fransen and
Damaris Pittman
2848 Pleasant Rd, Ste 101, Fort Mill, SC 
29708 (803) 802-9494, CarolinaBirth.org 

The only out-of-hospital birth center in the 
greater Charlotte area. The CCMC brings 
natural, safe, and personalized care of Licensed 
Midwifery to low-risk pregnant women. Water 
birth available, most insurances accepted.  

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN

CAROLINAS NATURAL 
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell Road
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive 
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD. 
Charlotte’s only doctors specializing 
in homeopathy. We focus on 
treating YOU to uncover the cause 
of your health condition and 
empower you to better health! Call 
f o r  y o u r  c o m p l i m e n t a r y 
consultation. See ad page 11, 21.

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste C
(704) 414-0380
TheEastWestCenter.com

Are your medications making you 
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses natural 
therapies to treat a wide range of 
health concerns, including: allergies, 
depression, anxiety, reflux, 
menopause, irritable bowel, acne, 
sinusitis, attention disorder, yeast 

infections, and much more. Safe and effective 
treatments, without side effects. See ad page 31.

DR. LORA HURLEY, ND, CTN, CPT
ANCB Board Certified Traditional Naturopath,
ASPT Board Certified Phlebotomist
Certified in Lymphatic Detoxification & 
Clinical Microscopy
(704) 938-1589  
HurleyWellnessCenter.com

Wellness Healthcare Provider, 
& Educator, Medically 
Educated, Clincally Trained, 
20+ years experience. “Whole 
Body Detoxification”, 
“Treating people; not symp-
toms, nor disease,” “Find the 

cause of your complaints!”

NATUROPATH

MARY’S ALTERNATIVE PRACTICE
2597 Holly Oak Lane, Gastonia
(704) 460-8947
Mary@MarysAlternativePractice.com

Get to the root of the problem; Pre-
venting not treating it. Consulting 
and optimum, alkaline water, sauna, 
and quality supplements.  Call to 
schedule appointment today! See 
ad page 26.

NUTRITION

SIMPLY NUTRITIOUS
Corrine Lewis
(704) 746-6242
SimplyNutritiousNow.com

Meet Corrine Lewis of Simply 
Nu t r i t i ous .  As  a  Cer t i f i ed 
Nutritional Advisor, Certified 
Family Herbalist &author of 
“Simply Nutritious Food Directory”, 
Corrine will Educate, Encourage 
and provide Solutions to your 
everyday health & food challenges. 

Contact Corrine for a consultation.

PSYCHIC

MARSHA G. COOK
(704) 516-3198
MarshaGCook.com

Rev. Marsha G. Cook, co-director 
of the Kent-Cook Institute is a 
certified spiritual counselor and 
Metaphysical teacher, included in 
readings, Numerology, Word 
Wizardry and Spirit Guides.  
Marsha also conducts spiritual 
weddings. See ad page 16, 19.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E. Kent
(423) 300-8618, HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the 
Nook Cornelius, is a certified 
psychic  medium,  spi r i tual 
communicator, numerologist, 
palmist, relationship counselor 
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi 
also conducts spiritual weddings. 
See ad page 16, 19.

SPA/SALON

BEAUTY & BODY RITUALS  
2134 N. Sharon Amity Rd.
By Appointment, Tuesday-Saturday
Sylvia Ponce (Espanol Tambien)
Energy Healing, Cosmetologist
(704) 568-5458, bbrituals.com

Visit our specialized experts in a restful Day Spa 
setting serving Charlotte and beyond 5+ years in this 
easily accessed and centrally located neighborhood! 
See ad page 22.

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE
Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E. Arrowood Rd., Charlotte
(704) 523-0062
UnityofCharlotte.org

Unity is a Spiritual Community 
that will support you on your 
spiritual journey. Join us if you 
are looking for a vibrant, joyous 
celebration service, with 
wonderful music, each Sunday 
at 10:30AM. Childcare and 
Youth Education provided. A 

member of Unity Worldwide Ministries. We host a 
variety of classes, groups and activities to support your 
health wellness and spiritual journey.  See ad page 41.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT

JANET SUSSMAN
Intuitive Consultation
(980) 236-7026
janet_sussman@att.net
timeportalpubs.com

Founder of the Sunpoint™ method 
of energy balancing & realignment, 
transformational musician, & 
author. Over 30 yrs experience 
working with adults & children 
focusing on life purpose, creativity, 
personal relationships, and the 
challenges of the spiritual quest. 

Ongoing classes, workshops & transformational 
music concerts. See ad page 25.

TAI CHI/QIGONG

ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, OMD. L. Ac. RYT
(704) 542-8088, ElixirQiGong.com

Dr. Camilo teaches original Chen 
Tai Chi and ElixirQigong™ to 
develop the life energy within the 
body (Chi) for fitness, self defense, 
healing and cultivation of the spirit. 
Classes held Mon & Thurs, 6:30pm. 
Call to register. See ad page 43.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,HWY 160  
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy and 
develop top physical and spiritual 
well-being! Learn authentic and 
traditional tai chi and qigong at 
Charlotte’s #1 school for martial 
arts and health arts. See ad inside 
front cover.
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TAROLOGIST

GINA SPRIGGS
(704) 846-0217
Tarologist.com
ginaspriggs@tarologist.com

Master Tarologist offering Intuitive 
Tarot  Readings ,  In tu i t ive 
Development Workshops, and 
Mentoring in 4 North Carolina 
locations. Readings can be Face-to-
Face or via phone. Special Events 
and Parties. See ad pg 25.

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
SERVICE

RECONNECTIVE HEALING 
VEMMA SUPPORT
Nancy Hertz, Practitioner L-3
(989) 573-0126
Amusing-Arts.com

Evolutionary high frequency 
Quantum energy healing enhanced 
with Vemma nutritional support for 
ce l lu la r  regnera t ion ,  DNA 
activations on physical, emotional, 
mental and/or spiritual levels.

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN

BEVERLY’S GOURMET FOODS
Atherton Mill Market
Mecklenburg County Market
(704) 533-0073
BeverlysGourmetFoods.com

Delicious, healthy, prepared 
foods featuring Vegetarian, 
Vegan and Gluten-Free entrees. 
No processed foods or artificial 
anything; only whole foods! 
Offering: soups/salads, tofu 
entrees, lasagnas, vegan burgers, 

casseroles & chilis and more. Our menu changes 
weekly, see website for updates and call to place 
an order! See ad page 13. 

NOURISH
Info@NourishCharlotte.com
(704) 448-FOOD (3663)
NourishCharlotte.com

Exquisi te ly heal thy, 
delicious, locally sourced, 
super clean, vegan/veg 
food . . . delivered? It’s 
not too good to be true; 
it’s Nourish! We are 
Charlotte’s only vegan/veg 

prepared food delivery service, with a weekly menu 
that is at least 80% organic/pesticide-free & gluten/
processed-sugar free. Order online once/week; receive 
delivery to your home or office the following week. 
Serving Charlotte, Huntersville, Cornelius, Davidson. 
See ad page 17.

WATER
ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE  
@ Migun Wellness Center of Charlotte
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road 
(704) 540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com 

Alkaline Ionized Water by the gallon (bring your 
container or purchase ours).  Stop by to learn more about 
this healthy water and also experience a free far-infrared 
acupressure massage on one of Migun’s award winning 
multi-functional physical therapy tables.  See ad page 37.

WELLNESS CENTER

THE HOLISTIC WELLNESS CENTER
OF CHARLOTTE
1704 East Blvd, Suite 100
HolisticCharlotte.com
(704) 776-4185

Your  premier choice for 
chiropractic,  acupuncture, 
Chinese medicine and natural 
al lergy desensit izat ion in 
Charlotte. Our clinic also has 
groundbreaking specialized 
treatment plans for Autism, and 

ADD/ADHD. We are an integrated clinic that draws 
on our extensie understanding of alternative and 
Western medicines to offer each patient a total 
healthcare experience. See ad page 21. 

HAAS WELLNESS CENTER

Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte
(704) 837-2420, DoctorHaas.com

As wellness practitioners 
we focus on holistic care 
as well as chronic and 
difficult cases. We look 
forward to discussing the 
issues that you’re facing, 
working on solutions, 
and helping to implement 
those changes in your life. 

YOGA

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
Located in South Charlotte 
(704) 277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Yoga sends a signal to every cell 
of your body to relax, calming 
racing thoughts and clarifying
your spirit. Small classes in a 
quiet, nurturing space overlook-
ing nature. Gentle poses and 
breath work for all levels. 
Beginners welcome. See ad pg 23. 

LAHIRI YOGA CENTER
155 Joe V. Knox Ave.
Mooresville, NC 28117
(704) 662-0946, (704) 460-4003
lahiriyogacenter.com

New Yoga & Pilates Studio now 
open in Mooresville! Yoga feeds 
the body, mind & soul, bringing 
all aspects of being to a clear, 
centered point – that’s its beauty. 
Pilates rebalances & strengthens 
the body while retraining the 

mind. Serving beginners thru advanced in a dedicated 
studio inside the beautiful Ahlara Spa. See ad pg 30. 

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160 
Charlotte, NC, 
(704) 504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Authentic yoga for health, self-
cultivation and enlightenment. 
Using postures and methods 
practiced for centuries in the 
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of 
China. See ad inside front cover.

WAXHAW YOGA
Vicky Smith
3512–D Providence Road South
(704) 574-0782, WaxhawYoga.com

Alignment Based Yoga, 
Swedish, Neuro-Muscular 
Therapy & Deep Tissue 
Massage, Tai Chi Yang 
Style Form, Qi Gong (Chi 
Gong) & Weapons and 

Kid’s Yoga Classes. See ad page 43.

Don’t judge each day by  
the harvest you reap but  

by the seeds that you plant. 

~ Robert Louis Stevenson 
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